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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Pion, which was theoretically conjectured by Yukawa in the year 1935 [1] 
as the mediating quanta of nuclear interactions was first experimentally ob-
served by Occhialini et al. in 1947 [2], Pion is the lightest pseudo-scalar 
meson with spin zero and parity odd. There are three charge states of 
pion's viz. 7r'^ ,7r~, and 7r°. TT"*" and n~ are anti-particles of each other 
while 7r° is its own anti-particle. The mass of TT^  is around 139.5 MeV 
while for 7r° the mass is 134.9 MeV. ir^- decay dominantly via the weak 
interaction into /x''" ^'^(^'^), while 7r° prominently decays into two photons 
(7r° —> 27). Pion plays an important role in the interaction of nucleons and 
in fact for nucleon-nucleon distance more than 0.7 Fermi, the interaction can 
be well understood with the help of pion as the mediating particle. Keep-
ing its importance in view, three meson factories viz. the Paul Scherrer 
Institute (PSI) in Switzerland, Tri-University Meson Facility (TRIUMF) in 
Canada and Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) in U.S.A. were 
constructed and plenty of data on pion-nucleus interactions is available [3]. 
The theoretical analysis of the data has provided important information 
about the nucleon-nucleon strong interactions, specially in the nuclear medium. 
The study of pion nucleus interactions and pion nucleus dynamics has pro-
vided information about the following aspects of nuclear physics [4] - [10]: 
(1) The pion nucleon dynamics has helped to understand the nature of the 
long range nucleon-nucleon forces in nuclear physics. 
(2) With a pion beam a strong distinction between neutron and proton 
properties is possible because it has been found experimentally that in the 
A-rosonance region, TT"*" couples strongly to the proton and only weakly to 
the neutron and 7r~ couples strongly to the neutron and only weakly to the 
proton. 
(3) The existence of three charge states of pion allows the double charge 
reaction to take place which ensures that at least two nucleons are partici-
pating in the process. This helps in the study of nucleon correlations. 
(4) For the low and intermediate energy region where 1=0 and 1=1 pion-
nuoleon partial wave amplitudes dominate and no spin-flip is possible for the 
1=0 amplitude, therefore, simple properties of p-wave spin-flip amplitude are 
easily studied. 
(5) Pion-nucleon scattering has helped in the determination of neutron radii 
of nuclei. 
(6) The pion production processes from nucleons and nuclei at intermediate 
energies are important tools to study the hadronic structure. The pion be-
ing a hadron interacts with the nucleons while coming out from the nucleus 
and various possibilities may take place like TT rescattering, charge exchange 
reaction and pion absorption. 
The dynamic models of the hadronic structure are used to calculate the var-
ious nucleon and A— transition form factors which are tested by using the 
experimental data on photo, electro and weak pion production processes on 
nucleons. The weak pion production along with the electro pion production 
from the nucleon in the A-resonance region is used to determine the various 
electroweak N — A transition form factors. 
When a pion interacts with a nucleus, there are broadly three possibilities 
viz. Elastic scattering, Inelastic scattering and Pion absorption. Various 
theoretical as well as experimental studies have been made to understand 
the interaction of low energy as well as high energy pions from the nucleus 
[4], [5], [10], [ll]-[25]. 
The various pion-nucleus reactions studied are : 
(i) Elastic scattering : In this case the target nucleus remain in the ground 
state. Data on pion-nucleus scattering shows the characteristics of diffractive 
scattering where the minima in the elastic scattering angular distributions 
corresponds to the diffractive minima produced by strong optical absorption. 
These data have been theoretically understood with the help of either mul-
tiple scattering formulation or A-hole model. 
(ii) Inelastic scattering : Here the nucleus is an excited state after the in-
teraction which includes inclusive process also. Further the single charge 
exchange (SCX) reaction like 
TT- +^ X - . /J +A_^ Y 
or the (loublo charge exdiauge (DCX) reaction like 
has been studied. Double charge exchange is assumed to be a two step pro-
cess, where in each step a change in charge of the pion is expected. 
In the case of inclusive (TT'^ITT^') scattering from nuclei, it has been found 
out that each pion spectrum has a quasifree peak with a width because of 
the fermi motion of the nucleons in the nucleus. These experimental results 
suggest that the inelastic scattering is dominated by the knockout of the nu-
cleon to continuum states. It has been found that the nuclear medium effects 
are quite important as the peaks in these results are different from the peaks 
found in free pion-nucleon scattering. 
The pion nucleus interaction around 200 MeV is dominated by the strong 
and broad p-wave resonance of width about 120 MeV in the fundamental 
TT — N system known as the A-resonance. 
Pion nucleus scattering at energies above the A-resonance has been exper-
imentally studied using the TT"^  and TT" beams on many nuclear targets like 
^^ 0,"*° Co,^° Zr, etc [11]. These experiments were done keeping in mind the 
fact that as the pions kinetic energies are high, its wavelength will be shorter 
and therefore, the pion can be a sensitive probe of spatial distributions in a 
nucleus. 
(iii) Pion absorption : This is one of the important aspects of hadronic 
interactions. The simplest absorption process is slow absorption of 7r+ in 
deuteron to give two protons in the final state i.e. TT'^ + d —* p + p. Similarly 
stopped 7r~ absorption in ^He has been well studied. 
In Fig.(l), we have shown the TT"*" — ^ ^ C total cross-section curves along with 
the separate contributions from elastic, inelastic absorption and single charge 
exchange reactions. The results have been taken from D. Ashrey et al[13]. In 
this dissertation, we have done a review work on pion production, n— N scat-
tering amplitude, phase shift analysis, isospin analysis etc. and studied the 
pion-nucleus scattering theory in the low and high energy approximations. 
For the low energies optical model and for high energies Glauber model have 
been studied. 
A pion absorption model has been used to study the final state interaction 
in neutrino-nucleus inelastic scattering in a few GeV region. 
In chapter 2, we have studied pion-nucleon scattering and effective Lagrangian 
of pion-nucleon scattering amplitude, pseudo-scalar and pseudo-vector cou-
pHngs and non-relativistic approximation oiirNN scattering amplitude. Fur-
ther, we have done the spin and isospin analysis of pion-nucleon scattering 
amplitude and partial wave analysis of spin-dependent and spin-independent 
amplitudes. 
In chapter 3, we have studied the pion-nucleus scattering, where the target 
system of nucleons is bounded inside the nucleus. We have discussed the 
various possible processes in pion-nucleus interaction viz. : Elastic scatter-
ing, where the target nucleus is left in its ground state ; Inelastic scattering, 
where the outgoing pion leaves the nucleus in an excited state. 
In chapter 4, we have studied the multiple scattering theory, which is ap-
plicable in the case of scattering of a projectile with a nucleus. Here, for 
low energies we have studied optical model and for high energies, Glauber 
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Figure 1.1: Decomposition of TT''" -^^ C total cross-section into the contri-
butions from elastic scattering, inelastic scattering, absorption and single 
charge exchange reactions[5]. T„ is the pion kinetic energy. 
scattering theory is used. 
Finally in chapter 5, we have studied the inelastic i/-N scattering in the A-
resonance region by using the standard model of weak interactions for de-
scribing the neutrino nucleoli interactions and pioii absori)tion code taken 
from Oset and Salcedo [26] to see the effect of final state interactions and the 
various nuclear medium effects [26], [27],[28], [29] have been considered while 
numerically evaluating the momentum distribution, angular distribution and 
total scattering cross-section in ^^C. 
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Chapter 2 
Pion-Nucleon Interaction 
2.1 Introduction 
Pion is a lightest, spin-0 boson with isospin 1=1. It has three charged states 
viz. 7r+,7r'' and 7r°. Due to its small mass it plays an important role in 
the long range part of nucleon-nucleon interaction. This implies that even 
though, the ultimate theory of strong interactions is quantum chromodynam-
ics, with quark and gluon degrees of freedom but the most part of strongl>' 
interacting matter in nuclei can be understood in terras of nucleons and 
mesons. 
Pions are unstable, pseudo-scalar, isovector particles and can be produced 
in electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions. The electromagnetic pion 
production is induced by photons and electrons by the following processes-
7 + p—*p + 7r°; 7-hp—>n-f-7r"^ 
7 + n—>n + 7r°; j + n-^p + ir' 
e + p —> e+ 'p + Tr"; e+p-^e + n + n'^ 
e + n —* e + n + TT^; e + n—»e + p + 7r~ 
The weak pion production is induced by charged and neutral weak cur-
rents. The pion production processes induced by weak charged currents are-
ui+p —* r +p + 'K'^; ui + n-^ r+p + Tr° 
ui-\-n -^ r + n + •n'^ 
ui+p-* l"^+p + Tr~; ui + p-^ l'^ + n + iT° 
Pi + 71 —* l'^ + n + 7r~ 
While the pion production processes induced by weak neutral currents 
are-
ui +p -^ vi+p + TT^; ui+p -* ui + n + n'^ 
f; -^  n —> f; + n -I- 7r°; ui + n —^ Wi + p + n' 
Pi+p-^ i>i+p + n^; P i + p - > P i + n + 7r"*' 
ui +71 -^ Di+n + TT^] ui+n-^ UI+P + TT' 
where 1 may be an e~, //", or T~. 
The strong interaction induced pion production processes are-
p + p —^ P + P + TT'^; p + p—^p + n + TT^ 
p + n^p + p +7r~; p + n—yp + n + ir'^ 
lu tlic low and intenncdiato energy regions the pion production is known 
to be dominated by the production of A - resonance in the / = 3/2, J = 
3/2 channel. In electromagnetic processes, the pion production process is 
dominated by the reaction 
7 + p -* A + - + p + 7r°(n + 7r+) 
7 * + p ~> A + - > p + 7r°(n + 7r+) (2.1) 
where 7 and 7* are real and virtual photons respectively. The threshold 
energy for these reactions is aromid 146 MeV. 
Using strong interaction induced processes 
p + p-^p + n + n'^ 
p + n^p + p + iT~ (2.2) 
the pions can be produced with a threshold energy w 290MeV. So, a cy-
clotron capable of accelerating up to energies of the order of 300MeV 01 
greater should produce 7r-mesons when the proton strikes on an another nu-
cleon. 
Now, in the next section we arc going to discuss some properties of pions. 
2.1.1 Mass of the pion 
Mass of pion is determined by magnetic analysis of the particles coming 
from cyclotron target, to give momenta and finally particles rest in nuclear 
emulsions. From these experiments, mass of charged pions is found to be 
139.57MeV'/c2 and that of neutral pion is 134.97^^61^/0^ 
10 
2.1.2 Decay rate of the pion 
Figure 2.1: Decay diagram of pion 
The decay of charged pion [Fig. 2.1] is given as 
7r±(g) ^ l^ip) + ui{i>t){k) (2.3) 
where q{qo, q), p{E,'p) and k{u, k) are the four momenta of pion, lepton and 
neutrino (anti-neutrino) respectively and 1 may be an e~, ^~ or r~. The 
differential decay rate of the above process is given by 
dr = 1 
2 cPp d^k 4 
"^  {2'iTy6{q - p - k) (2.4) 2m^' ' (27r)32£; (27r)32w 
where M is the decay amplitude for the process (2.3) and can be written as 
M =. ^F"n{p)U^ - j')v{k) (2.5) 
The form-factor F ' ' represents weak quark current and is given by 
F'^  = q'f{q') (2.6) 
11 
Here, f is a function of r/^ , but for q^ = m^, f{ml) will be a scalar quantity, 
represented by fj^. 
Using equation (2.6) in (2.5) 
M = -^q'UHp)l,{^ - l')v{k)] (2.7) 
with q'' =pf' + kf". 
Using /cv{k) = 0 and u{p){^ — rUfi) ^ 0, 
Q 
M = -^Am^[tt(pi(l - 75)y(^)] (2.8) 
From this, the matrix element square becomes equal to 
|M|^ = Y / > J r r [ ( i 3 + m , ) ( l - 7 5 ) > (^1 - 7^)] (2.9) 
Using the following trace theorems and the properties of 7 matrices i.e. 
Tr{j,) 
Tr{^5%) 
T'^ -(757/^ 7./) 
Tr(7;.7^) 
ll 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
0 
0 
0 
4g> 
1 (2.10) 
the matrix element square becomes 
|Mp = -rr.^jWMk) 2 
G2 
2 .8f^ml{Eu-p.k) (2.11) 
12 
In the pion rest frame p = -k, therefore, equation, (2.11) is written as 
2 
2 
q_ 
2 
/> ; .8u ; ( / ? + u;) (2.J2) 
On substituting the value of matrix element square from equation (2.12) in 
equation (2.4), the decay rate for pion is given by 
Using /d^p P{k + p) = 1 and d^ /i; = k'^dk sin9 dO d(p 
^ 4 . / ^ . ^ ( l + | ) . ( . . - E - . ) 
2 (27r)22m 
where the lepton energy E = yA^^ + <^ -^
Integrating over u, the decay rate for pion is given by 
G\2 2. m^ r = ^ / > . m j ( l - - ^ ) ^ (2.14) 
2 
where the weak coupHng constant -y^ = g^^ with MH' as the mass of inter-
mediate vector boson. 
The most likely decay mode of charged pions is 
7r± -^ ^^ + iy^{u^) (99.98770 ± 0.00004)% (2.15) 
The other possible decay modes for charged pions are [30] 
TT^  -> fi^'^A^'i^h (2 ± 0.25) X 10-^% 
7r± -> e'^Ueiue) (1.230 ± 0.004) x 10"^% 
13 
TT^  -^ e^u.iPeh (1-61 ± 0.23) X 10-'^% 
TT^  -^ e^v^{D^)TX^ (1.025 ± 0.034) x 10"^% 
TT^  -^ e=^i/e(i^e)e+e- (3.2 ± 0.5) x 10"^% 
7r± ^ e i^^ e(i?e)i^ i^  (< 5) x 10-^% (2.16) 
For neutral TT -mesons, the decay modes are [30] 
7r° -> 27 (98.798 ± 0.032)% 
7r° -^ e+e-7 (1.198 ±0.032)% 
7r° -^ e+e+c-e- (3.14 ± 0.030)% 
7r° -* e+e- (6.2 ± 0.5) x 10"^% 
7r° ^ 47 (< 2 X 10-8)% 
7r° ^ i/P (< 8.3 X 10-^)% (2.17) 
2.1.3 Spin of the pion 
The spin of TT"*" is determined by applying the principle of detailed balance 
to the reaction 
p + p^-K^ + d (2.18) 
and Uio inverse reaction 
7r+ + rf-^p + jD (2.19) 
According to the principle of detailed balance, the number of transitions per 
unit time for the above two reactions at the same center of mass energy are 
same. The total number of transitions can be given by 
^ l ^ f l ' ^ (2.20) 
14 ' 
where M is the matrix element describing the interactions and ^ is the 
energy density of final states. 
Using the principle of detailed balance, the matrix element for both the 
reactions is equal i.e. 
Mn+d-^pp = Mpp_^+d (2.21) 
Since, in the both reactions, all the four particles have spin, therefore, for 
calculating transition probability, we have to take into account the spin av-
eraging for the initial state and spin sum for the final state. The transition 
amplitude for reaction (2.18) is given by 
27r. .^dN 1 
^'^ = F ' " ^^^ ' dE{2s, + l){2s,+ l) ^^-^^^ 
and for reaction (2.19) it is given by 
.'1 
The relation between cross-section and transition probability is given by -
Transition probability = cross section (a) x Number of particles per unit 
volume X Relative velocity of interacting particles (v), 
where relative velocity of initial state is Vi and that of final state is Vf. 
Then, for single particle in volume V the cross-section is given by 
Tlin number of states 'N' for a particle with nionionta in tlio iiitnival )) and 
p + dp in a, volume V is given by 
(27rn)3 dP '^ [2TThy 
15 
Then 
^ " n^ (2s . . + l)(2sd + 1) ^ ' ' ' ' (27ra)3 t^z;; ^"'^^^ 
Similarly, cross-section for the reaction pp -^ n'^d is written as 
^ ~ nM2sp + l)(25p + l) Y (27r/i)3 i;,.;/ ^ ^ 
According to the principle of detailed balance as the number of transitions 
for both the reactions at same center of mass energy are same, therefore, 
a^+d-.pT,{2s^+ + l){2sd+l)viVfp-^ = <7pp .^+d(2sp + l)(2sp + l)t;it;/p;2 (2.28) 
Since, spin of deuteron [sd) is 1 and that of proton {Sp) is 1/2, therefore, 
^ T) 4-
crpp-.T:+d = 2-a.+d-.pp(2s.+ + 1)( ) (2.29) 
4 Pp 
where factor 2 is introduced in order to take into account the indistinguish-
ableness of two protons in the final state. Above relation is used to determine 
spin of TT"*". Cartwright et al [31] have measured the cross-section for the re-
action pp —> n'^d, using 340 MeV incident protons corresponding to proton 
kinetic energy of 85 MeV in CM frame which corresponds to 23 MeV of piou 
kinetic energy and the cross-section was measured out to be 
(^pp-^n+d = 0.18 ± 0.06 mb 
and 
Pp 
^ = 0.2 
16 
For the reaction 
7r"*"d —>• pp 
Clark et al [32] have measured 
a ••= 4.5 ± 0.8 mb 
and Durbin et al [33] have measured the cross- section for n"^ meson incident 
on deuterium having an energy of 29 MeV as 3.1 ± 0.3 mb. 
Using these results in equation (2.29) we have 
(^PP->n+d = (^-n+d-pp X 1-5 X 0.04 X (2s^+ + 1) (2.30) 
Using the experimental value oia^+d^pp=3M:0.3 mb, the result for crpp_^+d=o.i8±o.06 mb 
are consistent only when 
,s„+=0 (2.31) 
i.e. spin of positively charged pion is zero. 
2.1.4 Parity of the pion 
The processes where a pion is absorbed at rest by a deuteron are 
ir~d 
TT~d 
•K~d 
— > 
-
^ 
nn 
nnj 
nmr^ (2.32) 
Parity is the operation of spatial inversion and is a multiplicative quantum 
number. The parity of the initial state for the reaction n~d —> nn is 
Hi = ( - i ) ' n , - n d (2.33) 
17 
where Il^r- is the parity of pion, 11^  is the parity of deuteron and 1 is azimuthal 
quantum number of the system. 
The parity of deuteron i.e. 11^  is given by 
The parity of proton as well as of neutron is assigned as 1 i.e. even parity 
and neutron and proton spends more than 95% of the time in ^^i state which 
corresponds to /' = 0, i.e. 
Therefore, the parity of the initial state is 
Ui = ( - l y n , - (2.34) 
Pions are captured from s-state in the 7r~rf atom. This implies that the parity 
of the initial state is only the parity of the pion, because in the s- state I = 0. 
Then, 
Hi = n^- (2.35) 
and parity conservation in the strong interaction processes implies that parity 
of pion will be the parity of final state. In the initial state, spin of pion 5„ = 0, 
spin of deuteron 5^ = 1 and in the s-state, L = 0 i.e. 
S„ = 0, Sd=l, L = 0 => J = 1 
i.e. the total angular momentum for initial state is 1. So according to the 
angular momentum conservation law, final state angular momentum should 
18 
also be equal to 1 i.e. 
In the final state there are two neutrons, which arc ferniions described ])y 
anti-symmetric wave-function. The overall symmetry under the interchange 
of two identical fermions is given by (—l)^ ''"'^ "'"^ For wave function to be 
anti-symmetric (-l)^+-5+i must be odd, which imphes thac L + S must be 
even. The requirement for J = 1 implies the following possibilities : 
L = 0 , 5 = 1 or L = 1 , 5 - 0 or L = 2, 5 = 1 or L = 1 , 5 = 1 
But for (L+S) to be even, the only possible combination is L = 5 = 1. The 
final state parity is given by 
H; = ( - l ) ' i l „ n „ 
The parity assigned for neutron is 1. And due to the angular momentum 
conservation J must be equal to 1 which implies that L = 1. Therefore, the 
parity for final state is 
H/ = odd (2.36) 
Therefore, parity for pion is odd. 
Now, to determine the parity of neutral pions, the two photonic decay mode 
of neutral TT meson i.e. 
7r° —* 7 -t- 7 
are studied. 
If k is the polarization vector of 7r° and ?!, ea are the polarization vectors of 
two photons, then Lorentz invariant forms that can be formed from these are 
e*i • e*2, ^ • e*i, fc • e*2, k • (e*i x 6*2) 
•' 19 
Siuco these pliotous are real and therefore, are only transverse in nature-, 
hence, k.ti, and k.€2 vanishes. Therefore, only two possibilities are left i.e. 
ei.e2 which corresponds to even parity and k.{ei x €2) which corresponds to 
odd parity. For parity to be conserved, only one of the two forms is allowed 
and by measuring the relative orientation of Ci and 1*2, it is determined that 
whether the 7r° is described by a scalar field or pseudo-scalar field, the theo-
retically expected distiibiition is (H- a cos2(j)), where 0 is the angle between 
the two planes of e'^e" pairs and atheo = 0.47 for scalar field and equals to 
-0.47 for pseudo-scalar field. Experimentally, the value of aa,co comes out to 
be equal to -0.47 which agrees with the value for pseudo-scalar field, which 
corresponds to odd parity. Hence it was found out that parity of neutral n 
meson is also odd. 
2.1.5 Charged form factor of the pion 
It is known that the Mott scattering cross-section discuss the Coulomb scat-
tering of an electron from a point charge. In the case of pion-electron scat-
tering the experimental data show the deviation from the result expected 
from the Mott scattering cross-section. Thus deviation of the pion from the 
point structure. This deviation is expressed by multiplying the Mott scat-
tering cross-section by a form factor Fn{q^), which at small value of g ,^ can 
be given by 
FAQ') = l + lQ'<rl>+ 
20 
where, r^ is the pion charge radius given as 
< rl >^/^= (0.66 dt 0.01)/m 
Now, in the next section we are doing the spin - analysis of pion - nucleon 
scattering amphtude. 
2.2 Spin-analysis of pion-nucleon 
scattering amplitude 
During pion-nucleon interaction, contributing terms to the pion-nucleon scat-
tering amplitude arc 
i, k.k, a.ka.k, a-{kxk) 
- ^ —• 
where, k and k' are initial and final state momenta respectively and a is spin 
of the nucleon. Then general amplitude that one can write is the following 
f(0) = W) + f2m.k' + Me)aM.k' + Me)a.{k X k') (2.37) 
Above expression is not dimensionally equivalent, so in dimensionally equiv-
alent form, the expression becomes-
m = MO) -f- MO)'^ 4- MO)%f + Mof-p^ (2.38) 
\k\- \k\^ \k X k I 
Here, 
a.ka.k' = k.k' + ia.{k x k') (2.39) 
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Then, expression for f{0), finally comprises of two terms, one with spin 
dependent part and other with spin independent part. 
Let 
f{e) = g{e)l+ih{0)a.n (2.40) 
where, 
g{0) = {{l + l)fi, + lf,:)Pl^{cosd) 
h{e) = -{fi,-fi,)Pl{cose) 
with n = 1^ ,^ . The differential cross-section is proportional to the amplitude 
I /C X K I 
square i.e. 
therefore, 
da 
dn oc \f{e)\' 
^ = [9i9)? + [h{e)]'a.na.n 
^ = [9{0)Y + [h{e)]'[n.n + ia.{fi^n)] 
da 
dn = [9{0)? + [h{e)f (2.41) 
Prom equation (2.40) 
m = 9{o) 1 0 
0 1 
+ ih{e) 
\ 
0 1 
1 0 
nx + 
0 -i 
i 0 
ny + 
1 
0 
0 
- 1 J 
fiO) 9{0) 0 
0 9{e) 
+ ih{e) n Z '"X CTly 
Ux + iuy -Uz 
(2.42) 
(2.43) 
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Let n^ = Hx — iuy and n^ = n^ + iriy then, 
m = id) 
0 
0 
m 
.. + ih{e) nz 
n+ 
n _ 
-riz 
(2.44) 
f{0) = (2.45) g{e) + ih{9)nz. . ih{9)n. 
ih{e)n+ g{e)-ih{e)nz 
To determine the value of nx,ny,nz, let us assume that direction of 
incident particle is along the z — axis, as shown in Fig.2.2, then 
Figure 2.2: 
kx —•' "J, Ky U, Kz |" |^ 
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0 After rotating the y — axis by 180' 
k^ = k sinO cos(f) 
ky = k sin9 sirKp 
k, = k'cose (2.46) 
Now using these values of kx, ky, k^, k'^, ky and k^ with |fc| = \k'\ = k. 
= —k"^ sinO sincj) 
\rC X fC jy ^ ^yxz "-X ""z r C y z i n-'z n-'^ . 
= k^sinO cos(j) 
{kxk'), = 0 (2.47) 
and 
I r* r'' |fc X /c I = fc^sin^ (2.48) 
Finally, using these values 
(A: X k% 11 ,r — —3—=:— = —sincf) 
\ky 
{kx 
\kx 
[kx 
•k'l. 
k')y 
• ^ '1 V 
k% 
Then, 
n-u = —zn—=r-^ = cosd) 
\k X k \ y 
(  X kf). 
,- •, = 0 (2.40) 
\kxk'\^ 
n^ = Ux + iUy = —sin(f) + icos^ = i{cos(p + i sin<p) 
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=> n -^ = ic 
and 
/;_ = III, — illy = —siinf) — i,cofi(/) — —i{cos(l> — /.NiiKp) 
=^  n_ = —re 
-i<f> 
Using these values of n^, n+ and n_, equation (2.45) can be written as, 
g{6) ih{e){-ie-^^) 
ih{e)ie''^ g{e) 
fiO) 
m = 9(0) h{e)e-''f 
(2.50) 
(2.51) 
A sj)iu-up stale is giv(!u by 
and a s})in- down state is given by 
1 
2 
1 
0 
x7-
0 
1 
Using these states, equation (2.51) can be re-written as 
f{0) 1 
0 
= 
>m I 
0 
= 9{d) 
= 9{0)X 
1 
0 
i -
e'*/i,(f?) 0 
1 
(2.52) 
(2.53) 
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'J'his iinpli(>s 1,1ml (j{0) is assot^iatcxl witli spin iiou- Hipped part, while h{0) is 
associated with spin flipped part. 
In the next section we are going to discuss isospin analysis of pion -nucleon 
scattering amplitude of various reactions. 
2.3 Isospin analysis of pion-nucleon 
scattering amplitude 
Various pion - nucleon reactions are-
•K p —>• 7 r ° n 
7r°n -* n~p (2.54) 
As colliniation of neutral particles as projectile is difficult, therefore, the 
experimentalist prefer only those reactions where there is a charged particle 
in the initial state i.e. 
1. TT'^P —> TT^p 
2. TT'P —> 7r~p 
3. n-p-^TT^n (2.55) 
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Let the scattering amplitude associated with above reactions is given by -
A- oc< V'Lt|5|-0i„ > (2.56) 
witli S as scattering matrix. The cross-section corresponding to the above 
reactions is 
acx\Aif (2.57) 
where i = 1,2, 3 stands for the three different reactions mentioned in cciua-
tion (2.55). \ 
Isotropic state for TT^  is I//3 >— |11 >, for TT" is |10 > and for TT" is |1 - 1 >, 
for proton is j ^ ^ > and for neutron is 1^^ >. 
Now for reaction 1 in equation (2.55), the wave-function for initial state is 
Using the Clebsch Gordan coefficient we can write it as 
Since, for reaction 1, the incoming wave state is same as the outgoing particle 
i 
state, therefore, ! 
| V ^ J > = | V | 3 > (2.59) 
Notice that \ipi > is a pure / = 3/2 isotropic state. 
For reaction 2 in equation (2.55), the incoming wave-function is given as 
^m = | l i > l 2 2 > 
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Using Clebsch Gordan coefficients 
1 3 \ 
1pv 
1 2 2 
1 I 
2 2 / 
31 1 k I 11 
'22 ^"^ 1 T 1 1 r 2 2 
^ 2 2 
> (2.60) 
tpin = J-ipi- W'-t/;i = ipout (2.61) 
Here, wave-function is a mixture of two states tbs and ipi, so, it is not an 
2 2 
isotropically pure state. 
For reaction 3 in equation (2.55) 
Ipin = |7r P > = J - l / ' l - J - l / ' l (2.62) 
And 
Wout — 
i 3 
2 2 
0 
t/'o,xt = |7 r°n>= |10> I - - > 
1 1 ) '22 
2 2 
31 1 1 1. 2 2 
\ 
0 i i / '^^ ^ = V ^ ^ i + V ^^^ (2.63) 
This is also not an isotropic pure state. 
The scattering amplitude for all these reactions in equation (2.55) are 
Ai = < ip3\S\in >= As (2.64) 
^2 = <\lln-\lln\s^,+si\f^^ 
A, = 1{A.+2A.) 
h"-
(2.65) 
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And 
^^3 = -J^H--^\) (2-66) 
Then cross-section for all these reactions given in equation (2.55) is given as-
(Ti oc |>l3p = |A,p-c73 (2.67) 
a2 0c|A2|2 = \\A.^2Aif 
9 ' 2 2 ' 
= \{\A^\^ + ^ \Ai\^-^A\2Ax+A,2A\) (2.68) 
9 2 ' ' 2 ' 2 2 2 2 
And 
= -(Iyl3p + U,;^-/1*3./1. - v4 . . ^^ ) (2.69) 
9 2 ' 2 ' 2 2 2 2 
Comparing the cross-section of all these reactions mentioned in equation 
(2.55) 
ai : C72 : (73 = | ^ | P : ^ |^3 4- 2.Ai|2 : ^[^3 - A.^ (2.70) 
VVc sliiili take the diderent possible; canSfis of the dominance of /li/j and .4,(/'2 
amplitudes. 
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Case; 1 
Let us assume As » A\ i.e. the amplitude corresponding to / = | state is 
2 2 "^  
larger than the / = 5 state. Then 
=> (Ti : (72 : 0-3 = 9 : 1 : 2 (2.71) 
Case 2 
In this case we are assuming that amplitude corresponding to / = | is dom-
inating over the amplitude corresponding to / = | state i.e. Ai >> A 
Then 
a,:a,:as = 0:l\2A,f:^\A,f 
=^ a i : (T2 : (T3 = 0 : 2 : 1 (2.72) 
Case3 
If amphtude corresponding to both the channels are equally dominating i.e. 
Ai = A3 then 
2 2 
0-1 : (72 : (73 = 1 : 1 : 0 (2.73) 
Experimentally, the ratio between the cross-sections of all these three reac-
tions at ISOMeV were found to be 
ai : as : (73 = 195 : 22 : 45 (2.74) 
This experimental result [34] is somewhat,similar to the result of 'Case!' i.e. 
the amplitude corresponding to / = | channel dominates. This further im-
phes that pion-nucleon cross-section has a maximum in / = | channel, which 
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corresponds to a resonance state having four charge states viz. A"*""*", A"*", A°, 
and A~. Such resonances have quite definite value of energy, charge, spin 
and isotopic spin state. 
In tin; next section wo arc going to discuss clastic scattering of non-identical 
particles having spin zero. 
2.4 Partial wave analysis 
Elastic scattering of non-identical particles having 0-spin is described by a 
wave equation having the form of Schrodinger equation having spherically 
symmetric potential i.e. 
-h^ • • 
—-V2T/;(f) + V{f)7jj{r) = EIIJ{T) (2.75) 
2771 
"I 
with V'^  in spherical polar coordinates is given by 
with 
i,{r) = R{f)Y{e,4>) 
where R{r) is the radial part of the wave-function and Y{d, 0) is the azimuthal 
part. 
The radial part of above expression is given by 
\_d_ ,ORir). , 2rn,^ . , , _ , , A 
^(E-V{r))-^, R{r) = 0 (2.7G) 
and azimuthal part is given by 
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f ( s i^^—HZ—) + ~7::2Z—HI2— + Ay(^ ,0) = o (2.77) 
There are two independent solutions for the above equations, known as spher-
ical Neumann function and spherical Bessel function, respectively. Consid-
ering only Bessel functions, the incident plane wave is given by -
eifc.r- ^ ^ ( 2 / + \)i'Pi{cose)ji{kr) (2.78) 
with ji[kr) = sin{kr - l-n/T) = e-('"-"^/')-e--(fc'-''^ /2) _ 
After scattering, in addition to plane wave e''^'', a spherical wave of the 
form f{6, (j))^ also diverges from the center of interaction. So final stage of 
interaction is described by the superposition of two waves, a plane wave and 
a spherical wave. Then, 
^{r) = Ipinc + i^scat = i^incir) + / ( ^ , <f>)— (2.79) 
r 
where 6 is scattering angle, factor ^ ensures the decrease in flux and f{9, 0) 
is scattering ampUtude. This leads to the solution of Schrodinger equation 
in terms of spherical polar coordinates as 
•^n - E ^Pi{cos9)cl>,{r) (2.80) 
where Ai{f) are constant coefficients, Pi{cos9) is the Legendre's polynomial 
and (pi{f) is the radial wave-function. While investigating scattering pro-
cesses, only initial and final stages i.e. the study of particle away from the 
scattering center is made which corresponds to large f. For large f, the ra-
dial wave-function 0/(f) for each 1, can be represented in terms of two partial 
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spherical waves-
^^ g^-t(A;.r-;7r/2)^  which coriesponds to converging waves. 
(^.jjyAi^r-in/i)^ which corresponds to diverging waves. 
For initial stage of process which is described by plane incident wave, both 
spherical waves have equal amplitude for all 1, then, 
Mr) OC (6'(^ -^^ -'^ /2) _ ^-i{fc,r-W2)) (2.81) 
and the plane wave is given by 
^rk.r ^ g ! ! ( | L t i ) p ^ ( c ^ 5 ^ ) ^ g . ( ^ r - W 2 ) _ g- .(fcr-W2)] (2 .82 ) 
Here, the first exponential represents incoming wave and the second repre-
sents the outgoing wave. In combination they both represents an undisturbed 
system. Using the expression for the Legoaidre's polynomial Pi{cosO) in terms 
of spherical polar coordinates, J-^^Yi°{cos9), we can write equation (2.82) 
as 
i^rnc = e'''-^r^^^j:i^+'^2l + l)[e-^^'^-^^^'^-e^^'-'-/'^] 
0 Yl'icose) (2.83) 
After scattering the above equation is not sufficient to explain whole phe-
nomena, because the relation between converging wave and diverging waves 
changes. 
In the presence of scatterer, the outgoing part gets disturbed. And the change 
in the ratio of partial wave can be taken into account by introducing a scat-
tering coefficient TJI for diverging wave, in order to describe its modification 
by scatterer i.e. 
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_g-i(fcr-W2)j (2.84) 
If there is no absorption i.e. the scattering is elastic, the change should be 
such that flux of particle in converging and diverging wave must be equal. 
So, for elastic scattering |77/p = 1 with r}i = e^*''', where 5i is phase shift and 
is real for elastic scattering. •</' can be written as the sum of the incident and 
scattering wave such that 
•0 = V'inc + i^scat 
=^ ^scat = V' - ^inc 
Then from equations (2.83) and (2.84) 
^scat = 77^ E yM2rri")V+Me'^''"'"^'^ - r7/e^('=^-" /^2)]y,°(co5^) (2.85) 
•I 'i+l ikr 
=> ^scat = T^ E \/47r(2/ + 1 ) ^ ( 1 - r /O^KAcos^) (2.86) 
Prom here, 
/('9. <^ ) = ^ E v/47r(2/+l)z(l - 77,)y,°(cos^) (2.87) 
where scattering function 
2A; , 
Using these the total cross-section can be written as 
'1 / • 2 ' , . . . . , o . . . . , , 47r 
/
I /-/IT 47J-
^ y^  \f{e)\hine de d<f> = _ Esm2(j, ^3/ +1) (2.88) 
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In the next section, we discuss about that case of pion-nrcleon scattering, 
where the target nucleon is polarized i.e. when the spin points in a particular 
direction. 
2.5 Partial wave analysis of spin 
dependent amplitude 
In tho pion-nuclcon scattering, assuming the case when the jn-otons are po-
larized i.e. when the spin points along a particular direction (say z-axis). In 
this case the wave-function for incident system is given by 
i^,nc = e^'^xi (2.89) 
wliere xf rei)resonts the spin projection hjr tlie proton along the jjositive 
2 
z-axis. The term e'*^ ^ can be expanded as in spin independent case and leads 
to orbital angular momentum Yi°{9). First taking the combination of angular 
momentum with spin projection -
with rrij ^  m^ + m/ = m^ -f- 0 = m^, we can write 
2 
^ I 1/2 I- 1/2 
0 1/2 1/2 I "'"' \0 1/2 1/2 
X ( / 1/2 / + 1/2 r ,/, 
-1/2 i",-7/2 (2.90) 
VO l / 2 _ (^  + 1) y l /2 / ^ yV2_ 
i ^ iX i /2 -^ (2^ + 1) '+i''2 V 2 / + 1 ' - ' / ' Y,%-J,:T^Y,^^^,, (2.91) 
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Witli tlicsc substitutions, equation (2,89) is written as 
When the scattering takes place, the incident wave remains unchanged i.e. 
coefficient with e"''('''"~''^ /2) remains unchanged, while the outgoing wave gets 
modulated and this modification is taken into account by introducing a factor 
77/. Here, in the present case it is rw^iji with yi+1/2 part and 77/_i/2 with y/_i/2 
part. So, 
*.«. = E\/M5^|^e'<''-''/»)[y'iily;i/,%(i-,,,,,,) 
Introducing 
and 
/ ^ ^ - ^ 1 % ( 1 - ^^-1/2)] • (2.94) 
7/+1/2 - 1 
/i+ = /i+1/2 = 22 A; 
equation (2.94) may be rewritten as 
^.cat = E v^^ [ / ^ ->^ i -V2^^^+^ - fi-y^^xnA (2.95) 
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where. 
y, 1/2 
=»K, 
(+1/2 
1/2 
/ 1/2 / + 1/2 1 ,/, / / 1/2 / + 1/2 
^/ A'1/2 + 
0 1/2 1/2 1 i /2 1/2 
/+1/2 
/ 
2/ + / '>^ i /2 + V2; + l r, i A;I/2 
and 
vl/2 
••^(-1/2 
^ 1/2 / - 1 / 2 \ ,1,1 I 1/2 / - 1 / 2 
0 1/2 1/2 1 \ 1 1/2 1/2 
y, 1/2 (-1/2 
l , . - l / 2 
/2 
y K -1 /2 
M Xi/2 
(2.96) 
y l ^ - l / 2 
(2.97) 
2/ + 1 
Putting the values of V;+W2 ^'^^ ^- i /2 f^ '*'^ '^  equations (2.96) and (2.97) in 
equation (2.95), w(^  luvvc 
ikr i>scat = Y:^^-;r[fiA^yiTiJl~-^Y,\Y;,+ I 21 + 1 ^/ Xi/2 / 
•^'-(^-/Srb^°^!^/I^^'^vf)i 
t scat = E 47r £' '='-,^0 1 / 2 , , 2/ + 1 r [TC/2(//.(^ + l) + ^ /^ -) 
In terms of spherical polar coordinates 
(2.98) 
.(2/ + l ) ( i -w . ) ! 
\ 47r(i + m)! PricosO) e 
im(t> (2.99) 
'Y? = s/^Pncos9) and r,^ = ./^f^ PiHcosd) e^^ where 
Po"(cos^) = 1 
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P[\co8d) =-- cosB 
Pl^cosO) = sine (2.100) 
Putting these values in equation (2.98) 
^scat = — Y:[{fiAl + 1) + fiJ)cosexy/l + [fi^ - fi_)smdx[jl'] (2.101) 
In the above expression, the coefficient of the term X\/2 ^^  ^Pi^ non-flipped 
part and the coefficient of the term X\n is spin-flipped part. If we compare 
equation (2.101) with the equation (2.53) then the spin non-flipped part is 
9{e) = {fi^{l + 1) + lfi_)P^{cos9) (2.102) 
and spin flipped part is 
h{e) = -ifi^-f,_)Pi\cose) (2.103) 
The polarization parameters P and Q are defined as 
_ 2Re[g{e)][h{9)]\ 
For / = 0 , 
and 
_ 2im[gmmr 
"^ \g{e)\^ + \h{e)\^ 
9{0) = ft. 
h{d) = -Ui^-fi_)Pl{cose) 
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In h{9) term Pj implies 0 having projection 1, which is not possible, 
therefore, only contribution comes from spin non-flipped term i.e. g{0). This 
implies that minimum contribution for spin flipped amplitude comes from 
/ = 1 waves i.e. p-waves. 
In isospin analysis of pion-nucleon scattering, the scattering amplitude is 
obtained in terms of the contribution from the various isospin channels e.g. 
TT^p -^ TT^p (T — 3/2 channel) 
7r-p->7r-p 1/3 (T3/2 + 2 Ti/s) 
n-p -> 7r°n V2/3 (T3/2 - T1/2) 
In each isospin channel, the spin flipped amplitude will have different values. 
Let for T = 3/2 channel g{9) is denoted as g^{d) and h{9) is denoted as h^{d), 
then from (Xjuations (2.102) and (2.103), taking the contribution from / = 0 
and / = 1 waves i.e. s- and p- waves together 
g'io) = •f!i/2iO) + {2f;y2 + fpi/2)cose 
h\e) = -\flzi2{Q) - fpin] sine (2.104) 
Similarly for T = 1/2 channel 
g[e) ^ g\e) = fl,/M + (2/i/2(^) + flmm ^osO 
h{e) = h'{9) = -i&niO) - fiiniO)) sin9 (2.105) 
After calculating spin flipped and spin non-flipped amplitude for T = 3/2 
and T = 1/2 channel, we are going to calculate differential cross-section for 
above three processes. In general the differential cross-section is written as 
% = \9m'+\m\' 
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Using equation (2.104) for reaction ir'^p -^ n'^p differential cross-section is 
given by 
(2.106) 
For reaction -n~p —> 7r~p contribution for scattering amplitude comes from 
T = 3/2 and T = 1/2 channel as -Jlfz Ti/2 + ^/V2 Ty2- Then the scattering 
amplitude is written as 
m = lig'ie) + 2g\e)] + \ia.n[h'{e) + 2h'{e)] (2.107) 
And the difFerontial scattering cross-section is given by 
^ = l\g'{e) + 2g'(0){' + llh'ie) + 2h\e)\'a.ha.n (2.108) 
Using the expressions for g^,g^,h^ and h^ finally the differential scattering 
cross-section for the reaction n'p -^ i:~p is rewritten as 
% = l\fsl/2 + {V%I2 + flll2) cose + 2 / , \ / 2 + 2 ( 2 / i / 2 + / p \ / 2 ) COSe\' 
+l\ifpZ/2 - /pi/2) Sine + 2(/;3/2 - /p\/2) sine\' (2.109) 
Similarly for the reaction n~p —> 7r°n, the differential cross-section is given 
by 
^ = ^l/il/2 + (2/PV2 + /pl/2) C0S9 - /ii/2 - 2( / i /2 + /p\/2) COSe\' 
+^l(/p3/2 - /pl/2) Sine - (/pVs - /pVa) sine\' (2.110) 
In a general way, we can express differential cross-sections for all three reac-
tions as 
— = A+ -^•B+ cose + c+ cos^e 
u i i ir+p—•rr+p ' 
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- ^ = A- + 8" cose + C- cos'^9 
^ = A' + B'cose + C^'cos^e (2.111) 
Since, scattering in T = 3/2 channel is pi'edominant process in comparison 
to T = 1/2 channel, as discussed in section 2.3, for pion energy less than 
bOOMeV, therefore, if we neglect the contribution from T = 1/2 channel 
then equation (2.106), (2.109), and (2.110) simplifies to 
^ . . , . - . , . „ ^ '^'i/2 "^  ^^ ^^ '^ /2 + fpX/2) oose\' + \{f%„ - fl,„) sine\' 
^ ^ _ ^ _ _ ^ = ^l/ ' i/2 + {V%,2 + fl.n) cose\' + ^l(/p3/2 - /pi/2) sin9\' 
2 
9 
For further simplification, in addition to T — 3/2 dominance, if wo have also 
assume j = 3/2 dominance i.e. neglecting the scattering in j = 1/2 channel, 
then above equations further simphfies to 
da 
+ 5 l ( / , V 2 - / p i / 2 ) « " * l ' (2-112) 
3a,v-. . , = (i + 3co.^ «)|/^ ,.|^  
% = 1(1 +3 c«sH)\f^f,f (2.113) 
In a generalized form, this is written as 
% = a ( l + 3co52^)|/,V2p (2.114) 
whore'o,'equals to 1,1/9, 2/9 respectively for three above mentioned reac-
tions, upper index 3/2 in 7^ 3/2 denotes isospin and lower index 3/2 represents 
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spin as discussed in section 2.3. Here, it is evident that cross-sections are in 
the same ratio as before the enclosure of the spin. 
For pion kinetic energies below 300 MeV, the TT-N interaction is strongly 
dominated by s- and p-waves. At 180 MeV, the total cross-section for n'^p 
scattering dominates. The s-wave interaction is very weak and the p-wave 
TT—N scattering is more important even at threshold[10]. Various properties 
oi n — N resonances below the energy 1.6 GeV are summarized in Table 2.1 
[10]. 
Tabic 2.1: Proi)crtics of nN resonances below 1.6 GoV 
Resonances 1 Spin(J") Isospin(I) Mass(MeV) Width at irN decay 
resonance(Mev) mode (%) 
A(1232) 
iV*(1440) 
N*{1520) 
7V*(1535) 
P 
P 
D 
S 
3 + 
2 
1 + 
2 
3 -
2 
1 -
2 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1232±2 
1440±40 
1520 ±10 
1540±20 
115±5 
200±80 
120±15 
150±50 
99.4 
50-70 
50-60 
35-50 
The angular distributions for 7r+p scattering and 7r~p scattering at differ-
ent kinetic energies of pions are shown in Figs.2.3 and 2.4. 
In Fig 2.5, the characteristic behaviour of the total cross-section for n'^ ]> 
and n~p scattering are shown[10]. The curve shows that at (T^ ~ 200A4eV), 
there is strong dominance from / = 3/2 channel in the cross-section, while 
with the increase in the energy beyond 500MeV , / = 1/2 channel starts 
dominating over the contribution from the / = 3/2 channel but the magni-
tude of the cross-section is much smaller than the cross-section in peak region 
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Figure 2.3: Angular distribution for n'^p scattering [10]. 
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J53.7Mev' 
88.5Mev 
'1.0 "as COSB, 
0.5 
Figure 2.4: Angular distribution for 7r~p scattering [10]. 
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0 [i»Ol 
Figure 2.5: The total cross-section for TT+P and TT p scattering as a function 
of the total c. m. energy (W) and the pion lab momentum kiab [10]. 
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(T, ~ 200MeV). With the further incre^ise in energy the contribution to the 
cross-section from the / = 3/2 channel again starts dominating over the con-
tribution from the 7 = 1/2 channel but the magnitudes are smaller. 
Position of peak and cross-section for n'^'p and n~p for two isospin channels 
are summarized in Table 2.2 [10]. In this table T^ and M* refers to the ki-
Table 2.2: Cross-sections in the two isospin channels 
Position of peak (MeV) Cross-section (mb) 
T 
180 
605 
890 
1300 
M* 
1238 
1510 
1680 
1900 
n~^p 
195 
18 
20 
41 
TT p 
67 
47 
59 
36 
T=3/2 
195 
18 
20 
41 
T=l/2 
3 
64 
80 
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netic energy of the pion in the lab system and total energy in the cm system, 
respectively [34]. 
In Fig.2.6, we have shown the variation of s-wave phase shift with center 
of mass momentum k at low and intermediate energies. We see that at low 
cHcrgics variidiou in tl\(; s-wave. phase shift is linear with monicntuni wl>i!(> 
at higher energies there is large deviation from linearity in both / = 1/2 and 
/ = 3/2 channel [10]. 
In Fig.2.7 and 2.8, the variation of p-wave phase shift with center of mass 
momentum is shown at various energies. Near threshold energy p-wave phase 
shift is proportional to the cube of center of mass momentum. For / = 3/2 
46 
Figure 2.6: Pion-nucleon s-wave phase shifts at low and intermediate energies 
vs center of mass momentum k [10]. 
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Figure 2.7: 
channel the phase shift rapidly increases to the value 7r/2 at k=228 MeV. 
P31 and Pi3 phase shifts remain small, repulsive and vary smoothly over the 
whole region while P\\ phase shift is small and repulsive at low momenta but 
deviates rapidly from the \kf behaviour [10]. 
2.6 Effective Lagrangian field theory of 
pion-nucleon interaction 
The general form of interaction Lagrangian for a nucleon interacting with 
the meson field is given by 
Li = gi'ipTiip(l)a; i = 1,2 
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Figure 2.8: (a) and (b) 
Pion-nucleon p-wave phase shift vs c. m. momentum |fc|. Fig. 2.8 (a) shows 
the p-wave phase shift for / = 3/2, J — 3/2channel. In Fig. 2.7 and 2.8 (b) 
P33 phase shift (dashed Une) is shown for comparison with phase shift for 
/ = 1/2, J = 1/2 channel (Pn), / = 3/2, J = 1/2 (P31) and / = 1/2, J = 3/2 
(Pis) channel[10]. 
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where •i/'(0) is the nucleon(adjoiiit,) Dirac field and (p^ is the luesou field 
operator. The choice for •J/'FJI/J and (J)Q be such that L should be Hermitian 
and obeys certain symmetry, like it should be Lorentz scalar. For a pseudo-
scalar field (j)ps, "ipVil) should have the same property as of 0ps, to obtain 
a scalar for whole expression for the interaction Lagrangian and with the 
following choice '0F?/' —> •075'0, the interaction Lagrangian for a nucleoli 
interacting with pseudo-scalar field may be written as 
where 'i' is needed for heriniticity. 
Pion is an isovector particle therefore to accommodate the three charged 
states of protons the Lagrangian is modified to 
'f'j,.. = Ups'tPh^rip • (l)p, 
where the three components of (j)ps are operators in the isospin space as there 
are three charged states, f • ^ps is an invariance in isospin. However, for a 
certain field in general, several coupUngs are possible. So for a pseudo-scalar 
field a derivative coupling may also be considered i.e. the pseudo-vector 
coupling 
TTlpg 
These two Lagrangian gave the same result if we relate the coupling constants 
as 
gp. = ^ 2 M 
Using the Lagrangian for pion-nucleon scattering Lpg, we shall obtain the 
expression for differential cross-section da/dQ in the non-relativistic approx-
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imation. 
The diagram depicting the pion-nucleon interaction process is Fig. 2.9. 
/ 
Figure 2.9: Pion-nucleon interaction process; here k, p are the incoming pion, 
nucleon four momentum and k ,p'> are the oiitgoing particles four momentum 
[34]. 
The Lagrangian for pseud(3-scalar(7r - N) field is written as 
Lps = -igps{i>{xh5Tw{x)).(j)ps{x) (2.115) 
where Qps determines the strength of coupling of the pseudo-scalar field . 
ip{x) is a Dirac spinor for incoming particle and is given by •0(x) = u(p)e~'P-^ 
with u{p) = y i f ' ^^  
•0(f) is the adjoint Dirac spinor and is given by 
u{p)e'''' = ^fW{xl ffiSxl ) e^^'" ^ith xs ^ r and {k^p} and 
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(A:',?7) arc the iiitial and final i)article momentum, respectively. 
75 determines the pseudo-scalar nature of interaction and 
(^ ps corresponds to meson field propagator. 
The s-matrix element for pion-nucleon scattering is given by 
< k'^\S,N\kp>= -{2iTY^6{k+p- k' - p')y' M2 
iuuj'EE' 
^ ( P ) 7 5 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 7 5 n ( p - ) (2.116) 
where 75(1(7^?;. + M))75 = i{-YQfi + ^ ) ' 
In centre of mass frame, 
k = -p, K = -p and p{ = pj. = |^|. 
So, on- energy shell u = uj\ E = E' and q = qo = k' -k = k' - {-p) = k + p, 
g = / c + p = (E + W, fc-l-p) = (E + W,0), 
therefore, 
270^0 = 27° (J5 + W) 
Using these values 
«^"«=^'-(ifW^) (--> 
Now, 
where 
- 7 5 ^ ( 7 % + -^)75 . rE + M \p\^ 
+ ^ ^ ^ n : M ^ (2-118) 
E + M,, E^-M^ ^, 
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Now using equation (2.119) in (2.118) 
And in the center of mass frame 
-' !(£ + .)(/+ 1 ^ / ) 
q^ — nv'-
2M ^ 
E+M 
E-M 
E+M 
I)] (2.120) 
M2 1 (2.121) 
V Auu'EE' 2u 
Then finally by using equations (2.120) and (2.121), the s-matrix element 
can be written as-
g^  - -/ 1 1 
Also in a alternate way the s-matrix element is given by 
S/i = i(27r)^5(pi-p/)M/ (2.123) 
On comparing equations (2.122) and (2.123), 
5^ 1 1 
with / = 
Mf, 
(i o^ 
2M 1/2 2w q^ - M2 
^E\M.^ E-M^^, 
,.^ ,E + M,^ E-M^. 
E + M 
2M E + M 
0 1 
(2.124) 
The differential cross-section for the equation (2.115) is written as 
da _ V^ UU'EE'PI^^^^^ 2 
dn-{2n)^ EL k V t ^ ' '^ ' (2.125) 
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Ill iioii-n^lat.ivistic liniil. i.e. WIUMI the energy of nucleoli (E) is its r(\st mass 
energy (M) and that is very large in comparison to the incident pion energy 
(w) i.e. E ^ M >> u), then the matrix element for pion-nucleon scattering 
is given by 
With this expression of matrix element, differential cross-section for pion-
nuclcou scattering is given by 
da g^ 1 
dn (47r)2 4M2 
and the total cross-section integrated over solid angle is given by 
(2.127) 
5" 47r , ^ 
The total cross-section for Compton scattering is given by 
Sn ,a 
a^ ~ - r - ( - ) ' (2.r29) 
3 m 
where rv = g = j ^ . 
At a given center of mass energy, the measured cross-section for both pion-
nucleon scattering and Compton scattering are the same, therefore, from 
equations (2.128) and (2.129), the couplings are related by 
g^ fS M 
(47r) ~ V s'^m 
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On putting the values of a, M, m, one can estimate the value for TT- N 
coupling constant as 
7 - = 21.877 (2.130) 
47r 
In the next chapter, we are going to discuss the interaction of pion with 
the nucleus, for the various possible cases like, the elastic scattering, inelastic 
scattering and the pion absorption processes. 
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Chapter 3 
Pion-Nucleus interaction 
3.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, we have discussed pion-nucleon interaction, in which 
we have done the spin analysis, isospin analysis of pion nucleon amplitude 
and partial wave analysis for the spin dependent as well as spin independent 
ampUtudes. 
In this chapter we discuss the pion-nucleus scattering, where the target is a 
system of nucleons bounded inside the nucleus. 
The various possible pion- nucleon interaction processes taking place iusidc-
thc nucleus are : 
TT"*" + p —+ TT"^  + p; 7r~ + p —> 7r~ + p 
7r~ + p-+7r° + n; 7r°+p—>7r°+p 
7r° + p -> ?r"*" + n; TT"*" + n —> TT"^  + n 
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TT"^  + n —> V° + p; n" + n —* n~ + n 
TT*^  + n -^ 7r° + n; TT" + n -^ rr" + p 
On the basis of kinetic energy of incident pion, the pion-nucleus interaction 
is divided into three main categories -
(a) The low energy region, where the kinetic energy of pion is less than or 
equal to 80MeV. 
(b) The intermediate energy region, where kinetic energy of incident pion lies 
between SOMeV to 400MeV' and A - resonance formation dominates. 
(c) The high energy region, where the kinetic energy of pion is greater than 
AOOMeV. 
When the kinetic energy of incident pion is less than SOMeV i.e. the low 
energy region, the pion mean free path (A) is very large in comparison to 
characteristic spacing between nucleons inside the nucleus [10]. In this region 
interaction is weak so that pion can penetrate deeply inside the nucleus. The 
pion nuclear potential can be described here in terms of s- and p- wave pion 
nucleon interaction. The pion mean free path (A) in this region is small 
in comparison to average.internucleon distance. Interaction in this region 
takes place at nuclear surface. The pion nucleus total cross section exhibits 
a resonant peak at ISOMeV with a width of about l20MeV. This peak is 
due to the formation of the spin J = 3/2 and isospin / = 3/2, A resonance. 
On increasing nuclear mass, the resonant peak shifts to lower energy and the 
width beconaes broader [5]. 
In the high energy region, there are many partial waves which contribute 
to the scattering amplitude, therefore, f(q) is expressed in terms of impact 
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I)arainet,cr as 
Therefore, in this region the scattering for a reaction, is described by eikonal 
method. 
Generally, the processes which are possible in pion nucleus interactions are -
(a) Elastic scattering, where the target nucleus is left in its ground state. 
(b) Inelastic scattering, where the outgoing pion leaves the nucleus in an 
excited state. 
(b) Pion absorption, where no pion emerges in the final state. 
Now, first we discuss the elastic scattering, where both the initial and final 
state of nucleus is its ground state. 
3.2 Elastic scattering of pion-nucleus amplitude 
The scattering amplitude for the elastic scattering of a spin zero particle by 
a spin I particle, as discussed in chapter 2, equation (2.40) is given by 
f{e) = g{d)+ia.nh{d) (3.1) 
with g{9) is spin non-flip and h{9) is spin flip part and are given as g{9) = 
[(/ + 1)/;+ + lfi_\P^{cose) and h{e) = -[//+ - fi.]Pl(cose) where /,+ is 
associated with j = 1 + 1/2 state and is given as fi^ = -—^^^ and //_ which 
is associated with j = I — 1/2 state and is given by /;_ = -—^-^, a is the 
spin operator. 
n in unit vector perpendicular to ki and kt and is given as n = -J^ J . 
[kiXkfl 
9 is scattering angle and 5 is phase shift. 
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The differential scattering, cross-section as associated with equation (3.1) is 
given as 
da. 
'^-\m?^\m? 
^^ /=o 
+ \e'^^6i^ -e'^'^>-\''\Pl{cos9)\''] 
(3.2) 
- l)\'\Phcose)\' 
(3.3) 
On integrating the equation (3.3) over sohd angle, the total cross section for 
elastic scattering is given by 
aiT = I ^dn  / 
'=' J dn 
1 °° 
= jn'^^EW + ^)ie'""^ -1) + i{e''''- - i)?\pncose)\' 
^^ 1=0 
+162^-5'+_e2'^'-np/(cos^)l'] (3.4) 
In terms of spherical polar coordinates, Pi'{cos9) = J^^yi^ and Pi{cos9) = 
^,^l{l + \)e-^%' with iy,«p = i and | y / p = l^cos'^d. 
Using these values of Legendre's polynomials, equation (3.4) for total elastic 
cross section is written as 
(3.5) 
The term e^ "^ ' can be expanded as cos2di + i sin25i => e^ **' = 1 + 2z sinSi e'*' 
In the similar way for j = I + 1/2 and for j = I — 1/2 
g2ii,+ = 1 + 2z sinSi+ 6'*'+ 
g2ii,_ ^ ^ ^ 2i sm5i-. e'*'" (3.6) 
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Using those values of 6^ '*'+ and e^*'''- from equation (3.6) in equation (3.5), 
the total elastic cross-section averaged over energy is written as 
< af >= ^ Y1[A{1 + 1) sin^^ + 41 sin^Si-] (3.7) 
which again in terms of equation (3.6) is written as 
< a^f > = ^ ^ [ ( / + l)|e2'^'+ - 1|2 + Z|e2i5/- _ i|2] (3 8) 
/^ / 
Prom optical theorem, which gives relation between the total scattering cross-
section and the forward scattering amplitude f(0), the total cross-section is 
given as 
47r 
o-tot = -r-Z'-n /(O) 
where, Im /(O) = ^ ^{21 + 1)(1 - Re{rji)). 
For an unpolarized beam, the scattering amplitude is given by 
1 oo 1 
/(^) = ^Ziil+ ^)ie''''^-^) +lie''''--I)] Pncose) + ^ 
oo 
J-(g2i<5,+ _ g2i5,_)^^ P/(C0S^)] (3.9) 
1=1 
For forward scattering amplitude, scattering angle ^ = 0, then scattering 
amplitude given by equation (3.9) is written as 
/(O) = ^\{l + l){e''''- - 1) + lie''"'- - 1)] (3.10) 
and the imaginary part of forward scattering amplitude is written as 
Im /(O) = ^[(l + 1)(1 - e2''5H) + /(I _ e2i<5,_)| 
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Using the above value of forward scattering amplitude the total cross- section 
is written as 
47r 
= T2Eli^ + m-Me''''-)) + l{l-Re{e''''-))] (3.11) 
'^ 1=0 
The total cross-section for a reaction, comprises of reaction cross-section and 
cross-section due to elastic scattering i.e. 
< CTtot > = < (^reac > + < Crtot > 
=>< (^Teac >: = < (Jtot > - < (^tot > 
Using equation (3.8) and (3.11), the energy averaged reaction cross-section, 
which represents the particles which vanishes from the incident beam, which 
is the difference in the intensities of the particles entering and leaving the 
scattering system, is written as 
'^ 1=0 '^ 
Y\il + l)|e '^*'^  - IP + |^e '^^ '- - 1|'] (3.12) 
Since, the phase shift is a complex number i.e. it can be expressed as 
a combination of real and imaginary part as 5i = ^i -\- irji, where ;^ and 
m arc real, therefore, Rc.{e^'^'-') = c.-'^"'^ cos2^i+ and similarly Rc{('^'^'^ ) = 
|e2z5, _ i|2 ^i^h (5; = C; + iVi is written as 1 + e"^"' - 2e-2^' "°^ 2€'. 
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Making these substitutions in equation (3.12), < Oreac > is written as 
< areac >= ^ EK^ + ^)(^ " e-'"'-cos2^i^) + /(I - 6-'^''cos2^i_)] 
- n E[(^ + ! ) ( ! + e"""^ - 26-'"'+ cos2ei+) + /(I + e"^"'- - 26-^^'- cos2^,_)] 
Finally, on simplifying the above expression 
_ oo 
< ^reac >= ^2 ^ 1 ( 2 ' + 1) " (^  + ^)\e''''^ \' " ^ie^'''" l'] (3.13) 
In the absence of spin orbit potential, the phase shift for j = / + 1/2 state 
is same as for j = / — 1/2 state i.e. <5i+ = (5j_. Then, scattering amplitude 
given by equation (3.9) is written as 
1 °° 
m = ^ E(2^ + l)(e' ' ' ' - micose) (3.14) 
With this form of scattering amphtude, the total elastic cross-section is writ-
ten as 
TT °° 
1^ )_n 1=0 
OO 
Using 
as 
= -r:^'Z{2l + l)\2ism5i+e''^^\^ (3.15) 
'^ 1=0 
sing th(; complex form of phase shift the total elastic cross-section is giv(>ii 
< a'f >= ^ '£{21 + l)\2i sini^i + ir)i)e'^'-^' \^ (3.16) 
'^ 1=0 
which is rewritten as 
^ef > = ^ E ( 2 ' + l)[sin%e-'^' - i ( l - e'^'f] (3.17) 
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Similarly, using the complex form of phase shift, the total cross-section and 
the reaction cross-section in the absence of spin-orbit potential is written as 
<crtot> = - ^ E ( 2 / + l)(l-i?e(e2'^')) 
47r 1 
X:(2/ + l)[e-'^'sin% + - (1 - e-^"')] (3.18) fc2 Y 2 
and 
<areac> = ~Yl[(^l+l)-{2l + l)\e''''\'] 
= ^ E P + l)(l-e""")] (3.19) 
At very low projectile energy, the terms with higher 1-values contribute very 
little to the partial wave analysis, and hence, only significant tonn in partial 
wave analysis is s-term i.e. I — 0 term. 
Therefore, the term associated with spin non-flipped part and the term as-
sociated with spin flipped part in scattering amplitude can be written as 
h{Q) -^ 0 
with (5o ^  0^ + ^^ 0 where, r?o > 0. 
Using these, the scattering amplitude is written as 
</>=4;(l-e"^"°e^'^'') (3.20) 
Therefore, at low energies the total scattering cross-section, total clastic 
cross-section and the reaction cross-section are given as 
< ^tot > = f,[e-''°sin% + ^(1 - e-^"")] (3.21) 
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< a ^ > = i^[e-^r,o^i^2^^ ^ 1 (1 _ ,-2„a)2j (3 22) 
< areac >= ^{l - e-''"') (3.23) 
If energy of the projectile tends to zero, then ^Q and TJQ also tends to zero. If 
0^ -^ -ka and 770 -^ kh, then equations (3.21), (3.22) and (3.23) becomes 
< of >-> 47r(a2 + 6^ ) (3.24) 
< atot >^ 47r(a' ~ ^^  + fc^ ^ '^^ ^^ 
and 
< T,,,„, >-^ 47r(^ - 21P) (3.2()) 
The total angular momentum possess two possible values, J = / + 1/2 and 
J = I — 1/2, where I is the spin of the target nucleus. The weighting factor 
for each value of J is given as 5^  = 2^7^ - Here, making assumption that g+ 
represents the weighting factor for J = 7+1/2 state and is given as g^ — jj^ 
and g^, which represents the weighting factor for J = / - 1/2 state, is given 
as9_=27tT-
Using these values of weighting factor, the total scattering cross-section is 
written as 
< a,,, >= 4Tr[g^{al - b\) + ^ -±] + 47r[.9-(ai - hi) + y ] (3.27) 
I , 
where (a+ — ib+) is scattering length for J = 7 + 1/2 and (a_ — zb_) is 
scattering length for J = 7 — 1/2. 
The exact elastic amplitude for scattering is equal to the sum of potential 
scattering term and a sum of resonance term i.e. 
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where Tx is the width of A"' level. 
Box averaging of the second term implies < ^_^ ^.p ,^  > = ~ ^ - Then, the 
exact elastic amplitude is written as 
< / > = i ( e « . « + ? ^ l ; ^ ] (3.29) 
Writing the width level as ^^^ = ^ ^ where D is the average distance 
between two levels. Then, equation (3.29) is written as 
</>=4f(l-e^'^) + ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ] (3.30) 
On comparing equation (3.30) with (3.20) 
If ^ < 1, then e2'^ «e-2'«> = e'^'^ which implies 5 = ^o and e'^ ™ = 1 - ^ ^ . 
Using these substitutions in equations (3.21),(3.22) and (3.23) 
47r, o„ o I, o^-.-, 47r., 7 r < r > , . , , TT < F >, 
< atot > = -^[e-2' '°5m%+-(l-e-2'" ')] = -^[(1 -—)sin%+-^^-] 
(3.31) 
47r, o^  o 1, ' 0^  X9T 47r.. 7 r < r > . . o^ , 7 r < r > , 
< ^ef > = ;^[e-2^''52n2eo+;^(l-e-2'"')2] = -^[(1 ^—)szn%+{—^^-
(3.32) 
and 
<(Jreac> ^^[^ ^ > k"^ 2D ^ 2D ' 
21 
(3.33) 
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3.3 Inelastic scattering of 
pion-nucleus amplitude 
During the inelastic scattering case, incident projectile excites the target nu-
cleus. Inelastic scattering process helps us to understand the global features 
of pion-nucleus scattering mechanism and also to use the characteristic of 
pion to probe the structure of nuclei. 
At low and intermediate energies, scattering process occurs at the surface of 
target. Then, the initial and final angular momenta are piR and pfR respec-
tively, where Pi{pf) is the incident (filial) momenta of the projectile and R is 
the nuclear radius. 
The net change in angular momentum is written as A J = \pi—pf\R which im-
plies AJ/R = \pi - pf\. On squaring both sides (AJ/R)'^ = \pi - p ;p , which 
on further simplification gives ( ^ ) 2 - (|p;| - \pf\f = 4sin?{e/2){\p,\\pf\) 
which gives sin'{9/2) = ^ [ ( ^ ) ^ - {\Pi\ - \Pf\?]-
If maxima in angular distribution is given by 6m, then 
If iucideut luonicntum is equal to final momentum i.e. \pi\ = jp/|, then 
For small angles, sin{Bm/2) = 9m/2, then from above equation {0m/2)^ = 
4 i ^ ( ^ ) ^ which further imphes 
AJ 
9 ~ 
" \P.\R 
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This explains that with the increase in A J, the value of 9m increases and for 
A J < |pi—p/(i?, Om will be small and hence, cross-section will be vanishingly 
small. 
Let -i/^ j and 0/ are the ground state and the final excited state wave-function 
for the target and 0j and (^ / are the wave-function for the projectile ground 
state and final excited state. Then, for ground state, wave-function will be 
given as the product of the projectile wave-function and the target nuclear 
wave-function i.e. ^i = 0i'0i and similarly the wave-function for excited state 
is written as Xf = ^/V'/- With these wave functions the transition matrix 
for inelastic scattering is written as 
% =< Xf\HJ^''if^ > (3.34) 
where the transition Hamiltonian //J'/ is equal to the sum of two part.ick; 
interactions between the incid(!nt nucleon and the nucleons of the target and 
is given as 
H'J',' = Y.v{ro,r^) (3.35) 
with fo as the coordinate of incident projectile and fi is the coordinate of 
target nucleus. Using equation (3.35) in equation (3.34) and putting the 
value of 'I'i, the transition matrix is written as 
ffi =< (l)f{fo)i>f\^v{fo,fi)(j)i{fo)lpi > 
t 
= <</'/(n))|V>.(ro)<^i(fo)> (3.36) 
wliere, 
Vfi=<'tpf\Y,v{fo,fj)'ipi > 
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In th(! high energy approximation, the wave function 0, [4] is given as 
,p, ~ exp[i{ki.fo - - 2 ^ - r V^tibo^ Z)dZ)\ (3.37) 
h \ki\ J-°o 
with, Vopt is the spin-independent central optical potential and bo is impact 
parameter. We shall explain equation (3.37) in chapter 4. 
Similarly, the final state wave-function can be given as 
(f>f - exp[i{kf.ro - - ^ / ° Vopt(?o> Z)dZ)] (3.38) 
n \kf\ J'x> 
where Z'Q is the direction of kf. The complex conjugate of above equation is 
given by 
0} ~ exp[i{-kf.fo + - ^ I ° Kp,(?o, Z)rfZ)] (3.39) 
Using the approximation that at the &ame value of the excitation energy and 
the projectile energy the amplitude for initial and final momentum of the 
particles are the same i.e. \pi\ = \pf\ and also the direction of Z'Q and b^ is 
the same as that of Zo and 60 i-e. the scattering angle is small, the product 
(l)*j(j)i is written as 
(f)}(j)i ~ exp[i{pi - pf).fo]exp[-i-^ / Vapt{bo, Z)dZ] (3.40) 
n \Pi\ J-00 
The integral in the second exponential term accounts for the total absorption 
along the path parallel to the Z- axis, at a distance bo away from the axis. 
For considering absorption effect, Vopt must have a negative imaginary part, 
due to which the magnitude of second factor becomes less than 1 and is given 
as 
h^\ki\ J-00 
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where uj is the absorption coefficient. The optical potentials have maximum 
attenuation, when a ray passes through the nucleus. As the impact parameter 
increases, attenuation gets decreases. For the impact parameter greater than 
the radius of the nucleus, the absorption coefficient tends lo zero and hence 
the attenuation will become zero i.e. for 6 > /?, ty —> 0 and attenuation 
vanishes. 
For determining the transition matrix given by equation (3.36), we have to 
evaluate the term V/j and for evaluating this, it is assumed that v, the two 
particle interaction is a delta function of strength 'g' i.e. 
V/i = 5 < '0/1 ^  (J(fo - Ti)ll}i > 
i 
= Ag < iljf\6{fo - fi)ipi > 
where A is the number of nucleons in the target nucleus. 
Vfi = Ag J 'ip}{fo,'r2 ^„)'0(fo,r2 fn)df2df'i dfn 
= Agpfiifo) (3.41) 
where p/j is the density, measuring the overlap of the initial and final nuclear 
wave function. 
In terms of spherical harmonics, the density matrix p/j = < ^ / | 5 ( r o - r i ) ^ i > 
is written as 
Pfiiro) = E PfiM{ro)YU^o) (3-42) 
where the orbital angular momentum is given as | Jj — J/ | < / < | Ji + J/|. 
Using equation (3.42) in (3.4i) 
Vfi = A p X Pfi,Uro)Yim{no) (3.43) 
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Using equations (3.40) and (3.43), the transition matrix given by equation 
(3.36) is written as 
~ I dfoe''~-'\'^^'°^Pfi,im{ro)Yim{no) (3.44) 
where the function x(^o) is written as 
a j—oo 
The four momentum transfer has following components in x-, y-, and z-
directions respectively 
Qx - -\kf\ sinO 
Qz = l^ tl — \kf\ cos6 
q- fa = (|^j| - \kf\ cos9)\Zi)\ - \kf\ 6o sin9 cos0o 
then, 
Now in order to evaluate the integral in equation (3.44), YJ"" in terms of 
.s])h(;rical polar coordinates is given as 
Yr = 
\ 
(2/ + l ) ( / - m ) 
47r(/ + m) Pricoseo) 6^ "^ '^ ° 
and 
y e''"*M0o = 27ri'"J^(|^;|6o sinO) 
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Also assuming that the longitudinal monaentum transfer (|fci| - |fc/| cos6)R is 
small at small scattering angle and if interaction is surface interaction then 
P/i./iiiX'^ o) i« uiaxiuuuu at uucloar radius. 
At zo = 0 
Pim(cose) = PUO) 
Using these substitutions in equation (3.44), the transition matrix is written 
as 
Tf,{lm) ~ J bodbo #odV^ ' '~ '^ '^ ' '•-«)l^ ''le-'(l'^ vll'^ »l -"« '--^Je-xC'") pjij^{fo) 
e'"''^°PUcos9o) 
e'""''" / (i2oe'^ l*'*'"'^ '^ ' ""•'""''•"' (3.45) 
First integrating the integral over (po in equation (3.45) i.e. 
r2ir - ^ 
./o 
~ / d(j)Q e''^"'*'-^"'"'' *'"^^ cos(Ao+m< o^] (3 .46 ) 
Jo 
and using the standard integral 
/•27r 
/ e'(^ =°*^ +"^ ) = 27rr"J„(x) 
Jo 
equation (3.46) is written as 
/ = 2m-'^Jm{-kfbo sine) (3.47) 
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Using the property of Besscl's function i.e. J,n(--'c) = (-1)"'./,H(.''")> ociuation 
(3.47) is written as 
/ = 2Tri-"'{-l)'^Jm{kfboSin9) = 27ri"'Jm{kfbo sine) (3.48) 
For zo integration we assume that if scattering angle 6 is small then the 
longitudinal momentum transfer {\ki\ —\kf\ COSQ)\ZQ\ is small. The density 
matrix pji^im —< '^}\ Hi 5(ro — rj)'I'i >, has its maximum at nuclear radius R 
i.e. interaction occurs mainly at nuclear surface. These assumption implies 
that contribution for ZQ integral comes from ZQ = Q region. 
For inelastic scattering in the forward direction and with small energy loss, 
the region which is perpendicular to the incident direction is more important 
and therefore for 6 = 90°, Pim{cosO) should be replaced by P(m(0). The 
magnitude of e*^ ° vanishes for small value of bo and goes up to unity as 
bo —* R- Beyond this value of 6o) the density matrix pji^im decreases rapidly. 
With these assumptions transition matrix is written as 
Tfi(lm) ~ PimiO)Jm{kfRsin9) (3.49) 
where, Jm{kfRsind) is given as . / ^ ^.^^ cos{kfRsin6 - 7r/4 - m7r/2). 
For a particular value of 1, Tfi{l) will be linear combination of Jo, J^, J4 Ji 
for (!V(!n values of 1 and would l)o the linear combination of ./[,./;{, /; (or 
odd values of 1 [4]. 
3.4 Pion Absorption 
Pion being a boson may be absorbed inside a nucleus. What is meant by pion 
absorption is that the reactions are induced by pions inside the nucleus but 
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there is no physical pion in the final state. The pion can not be absorbed on 
a free nucleon as it violates the energy-momentum conservation law, there-
fore, at least two nucleons must be present in any absorption process. Inside 
a nucleus it is generally assumed that the pion transfers a large energy but 
only a small momentum to the nucleus. This can be understood by taking 
an example of the absorption of a pion at rest by a single bound nucleon. 
In the final state, neglecting the binding energy correction, the kinetic en-
ergy of nucleon is T/v = p^/2M ~ m.,^ which corresponds to a momentum 
p = \/2m7rM ~ 500MeV/c which should be equal to the momentum of the 
initial bound nucleon. But notice that this value of p is almost twice that of 
the nuclear Fermi momentum pp and therefore the process is kinematically 
suppressed and two or more nucleons are required to distribute the mismatch. 
In the next chapter we shall discuss two mechanism, one optical mod(!l po-
tential for low energy pions and two, Glauber model for high kinetic energy 
pions interacting with the nucleus. 
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Chapter 4 
Multiple Scattering Theory 
4.1 Introduction 
In the case of scattering of a projectile with a nucleus, if the energy of pro-
jectile is very high, then the projectile when passes through the nucleus, 
undergo successive collisions with the nucleons inside the nucleus and this 
process is known as multiple scattering. 
In the formalism of multiple scattering theory there are a few assumptions: 
(i) The collision is treated as only two-body projectile-nucleon collision i.e. 
t.lu! projectile can hit only one nuclcon at a time. 
(ii) The range of the force between the projectile and the target nucleon 
should be small in comparison to the distance between the nucleons. 
(iii) The wavelength of the projectile should be small in comparison to the 
distance between the nucleons (ro) i.e. 
X « ro -^ ~ « ro ->• kro » 1 
As the projectile passes through the iiucieus produces a scattered wave at 
each target nucleon. For elastic scattering, these scattered waves will be 
coluM-ent, in the forward direction and the interference will he constructive. 
This constructive interference will result to a scattering amplitude propor-
tional to the number of nucleons A in the target and therefore the cross-
section will be proportional to A'^. As the momentum transfer to the target 
will increase, the cross-section will decrease. 
For small angle scattering or in other words in the case of low momentum 
transfer the target nucleon does not get sufficient energy to come out of the 
. ' I 
Fermi sea i.e. the momentum ofthe nucleon p^ will be less than the Fermi 
momentum of the nucleon PF/V in the nucleus i.e. p^ < PFN- For scatter-
ing angle satisfying the condition 2kRsin{9/2) < 1, where R is the nuclear 
radius, nucleus will not be able to recoil as a whole and elastic scattering 
amplitude get reduced from its value at 6^  = 0[4]. 
(iv) For very high projectile energy, the projectile takes very short time in 
passing through the nucleus, therefore, the target nucleons may be assumed 
to be stationary i.e. they seems to be frozen at their positions and this ap-
proximation is known as Frozen nucleus approximation. From uncertainty 
principle Ap ~ ^ , where ro is the nucleon radius and the corresponding en-
ergy is given by AE = ^—^ = 5 ^ and the characteristic time Tn for target 
nucleon is given as Tn ~ ;A = ^^^ and the time required for the projectile 
to pass a target nucleon is Tp = 2 r o ^ , where Ej, and Pp are the total energy 
and momentum of the project.ile respectively. For frozen - nucleus approxi-
mation to be valid, the characteristic time (T„) for target nucleon should be 
greater than the time required for the projectile to pass a target nucleon i.e. 
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T„, > > r,,. 
In the frozen nucleus approximation, the transition amplitude T is a function 
of position of each of the target nucleus i.e. 
1, 
T = T(ri,r2_.....rU) (4.1) 
If ipi is the target nucleus wavefunction, then for elastic scattering one can 
write the scattering amplitude as 
Tii =< tl>i\TiPi > (4.2) 
Similarly, in the case of inelastic scattering the scattering amplitude for the 
initial (final) target nucleus wavefunction tpiiipf) is written as 
Tfi =< tljf\TA > (4.3) 
Now in the next section, we are going to discuss scattering in high energy 
region for which the Glauber scattering theory is used 
4.2 Glauber Scattering Theory 
Glaul)(;r scattering theory [35] is used for describing the scattering of nicdium 
and iiigli energy particles from nuclei. This is a generalized form of diffrac-
tion theory and takes into account the multiple scattering process with the 
constituents of target. High energy region is a region in which it is assumed 
that the wavelength of the incident particle A = 1/k is much smaller than 
the range 'a' of its interaction with the target i.e. A < < a -> 1/k « a -^ 
aA; > > 1 i.e. a large number of partial waves contribute to the scattering 
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and the corresponding angular distribution is sharply peaked near the for-
ward direction. Also in the region of high energies, the energy of incident 
particle greatly exceeds the interaction potential. 
Now consider the scattering of an incident particle of mass '///,' by a st.atic 
force field which is represented by interaction potential V{f). For this the 
solution of Schrodinger equation 
0,77 
(V2 + fc2)^(fO = ^Vir^iPif) (4.4) 
n 
is used. The solution of this equation is given as 
V;(r) = e'*'-'' + jG[f- r)V[r)iP[r)dr (4.5) 
where free particle propagator G{f-r) is given as — ^ ^""'..^J. . The wave-
fuuetion given by equation (4.5), in the asyuii)totic form is given by 
i'if) -.^oo e^ '"--- ^ ^ Je-'''V(f'W)df' (4.6) 
Since, in general form 
gifer 
i/;(r) = e ' ' = - ^ > / ( ^ , 0 ) ^ 
therefore, f{k,k) from equation(4.6) is written as 
mk') = ^,je-'''V{f)i^{f)dr (4.7) 
In the high energy approximation, the energy of the incident particle E = 
^ is assumed to exceeds the magnitude of the projectile V{f) and the pro-
jectile wavelength is much smaller than scattering range 'a' i.e. V/E < < 1 
and ka » 1. 
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In this condition, particle during traversing through the potential will not 
get much deflection from its initial direction. Hence, the scattering is con-
centrated at small angles only. Therefore, the wave-function of particle can 
be written as the product of a plane wave and a modulation function p{f) 
i.e. 
7/;(^ , r) ~ e'^'>(r) (4.8) 
where p{r) is a slowly varying function. Determining the value of Vxp{f) and 
V^ipif) from above equation and putting in equation (4.4) we get 
^Pif) = 7 ^ V ^ ( 0 P ( 0 (4.9) 
kn 
which on using p — hk will be equal to 
Vp(rO = ^V{r^p{f) 
Assuming that beam is coming along z-direction then above equation is writ-
ten as 
1/(^1 = ^ ^ ( O P ( ^ ) (4.10) 
which implies 
p ^ e^ ^-^^^"^'^^ (4.11) 
Putting this value of p{'r) in equation (4.8) 
V;(r) = e'''-''e^ ^-oo ^i^^y'^'^^ (4 12) 
Hence, scattering amplitude given by equation (4.7) is written as 
fik,k') = -^[Je-'^'-^K(fOe^^-^^-^-''(^*^'^^]rff (4.13) 
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—• —*/ 
Defining the momentum transfer q = k — k, the above equation is written as 
znh J 
In the impact parameter representation as shown in Fig.4.1, 
Incident Plane 
Wave 
Figure 4.1: Impact parameter representation [35]. 
-'• 
f is rewritten as ?^  = 6 + kz^ then q.f = q.b + q.kz, wlicrc k is a unit 
vector. On simplifying, q.kz = \k\z2sin^{6/2). At small angles sin9 —> 6, 
this implies q.kz = \k\9'^z/2, which vanishes as ^ -* 0. Therefore, 
q'.f ~ q.h (4.14) 
Also, dr — db + kdz and there is no change in z-clirection i.e. dz = 0, 
therefore, 
^df=db (4.15) 
Using equations (4.14) and (4.15), the expression for scattering amplitude is 
written as 
f{Q) -m 2-Kh' [f e'fb v{b + kz) e^ ^-- "'^'^''^ '''] db (4.16) 
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where db = b"^ db dz. From equation (4.1,0) 
ihv^^ = V{b+kz) p(b+kz) 
oz 
On putting value of p in this expression and using above equation in equation 
(4.16) 
27r?i J 
Using p = mv = hk, the scattering amplitude is given by 
27r J 
Defining the term ^ / ^ ^ V{b+ hz) dz as x(b), where x(^) is called phase 
shift and is integrated over impact parameter, then the scattering amplitude 
is written as 
/(9) = ^/e^'"-1l-e^>^(^)]rf26 (4.17) 
where iq.b = iqb cos(j) and d'^b = b db d(j). Using standard integral 
jjSTTgiqrb cos4> ^0 _ 2-KJo{qb), the scattering amplitude is written as 
f{q)^ik f jQ{qb)[l - e^ ^^ ^^ jfe db 
Using q"^ = 4:k'^si'n}6/2, the scattering amplitude is written as 
f{q) = ikj Jo{2kbsin{e/2))[l - e'>'^^^]b db (4.18) 
The total cross-section corresponding to this scattering amplitude is given 
by 
Oscat = j\f{K^)?dny (4.19) 
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Using equation (4.17) in (4.19), the total cross-section is rewritten as 
ascat = ^ l e'^'-^'y^'-%'>^^^ - l][e'> (^^ ) - l]cPb d^lJ d^,. (4.20) 
Integrating over tlie sphere \k\ = k i.e. in the forward direction dVl^< ~ ^ 
and using J e''-'"''')'(''"'' ^d'^k' = (27r)^5^(6 - S) the expression of cross-section 
is equal to 
ascat = jle'^'^^^-ll^d^ (4.21) 
—* 
For x(^) to be real i.e. in the absence of absorption, total scattering cross-
section is equal to 
(Tscat = 2 / ( I - Re{e'''^^))d% (4.22) 
Now defining the profile function r(6) as T(b) = 1 — e'^^''\ the scattering 
amplitude given in equation (4.17) is written as 
m = ^je'Mh)d% (4.23) 
If scattering amplitude f{q) is known, then profile function can be evaluated 
as 
where d^q is a two dimensional element of integration in a plane perpendicular 
to k. 
Consider the case of scattering of a particle in one dimension where incident 
particle is described by the coordinate x and is scattered on a particle which is 
bound by some potential V{x-^, the Schrodinger equation which determines 
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the scattering process is given by 
l S + nx--a+H(«P = «f (4.25) 
—* 
where H{^) represents the Hamiltonian of the target particle having eigen-
states, Uj and Q here is time dependent state of the system and is given by 
n = e~*^^(^)'/'''0 with •0 as the solution of the Schrodinger equation and is 
given by ip{x,t) = e'C'^ ""*) p(x,t) Ui with to = ^ ^ . Ui represents the initial 
state of the target and p defined in equation (4.11), is an operator depends 
on ^ and modifies the target state. 
In three dimension, the time independent wavefunction is written as 
where k is propagation vector. The scattering amplitude given in equation 
(4.17) for the transition from the initial state 'i' to final state ' / ' is written 
as 
fMk^k') = ^Je'Ck-''^'lu}{ij[e'^^'-'^ - mi^d'h (4.26) 
where the co-ordinate s* represents the projection of the vector ^on a plane 
perpendicular to the propagation direction k. 
Now, if there is scattering case of a high' energy particle from a system of 
particles say a target nucleus, then in the high energy approximation, the 
motion of the target particle is slow as compared to that of the incident par-
ticle and hence can be assumed that the particles constituting the target are 
frozen in their instantaneous positions during the passage of incident particle 
through the target. 
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Let f/i(^i,^2, ,CA) be the wavefunction of the target nucleus with ^i, ,^A 
as nucleon position coordinates. Projection of these position coordinates on 
a plane perpendicular to k be Si,S2 ,SA-, The total phase shift of the 
wave of incident particle depends on the coordinates ^1,^2, ,^A as well as 
on impact parameter b. 
In this illustrated in Fig.4.2, the total phase shift function is 
written as 
Figure 4.2: Geometry of scattering processes for two potentials of finite range 
[37]. 
XN(b]iui2,'--U) = Y.Xj{b-Sj) (4.27) 
Then the scattering amphtude for the process in which the target system 
transits from state i to f is written as 
ffAk,k') = -^je^^^-^^^h%jU}{LL ^A)[e'^^--
uS,^2, ,e^)n/=ide,- (4.28) 
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Using the definition of nuclear profile function 
the scattering amplitude is written as 
rf'6rf'6 d^U (4.29) 
The 5— function in equation (4.29) ensures that the motion of center-of-
mass must be separated off and the integration is done over a set of (A — 1) 
relative coordinates only. 
Pi-oni equation (4.24) 
this implies e'^ '^'^  = 1 — ^^ I ^'"'^'^fiojd^q, which can also be written as 
^ixAb-sj) = i__L_l e-«9(fc"-^"i)/.(q)d2^ (4.30) 
Using this in equation (4.29) the scattering amplitude is written as 
fj,{kS) = ± j d%e^'' j d%d% d?UU}6{jY.^n) 
[1 - n t i ( i - ^ J <^'^fji^^~'''^'~''^)Wi (4-31) 
Expansion of term in bracket implies that ffi{k, k') is a polynomial of degree 
'A' in the elementary amplitudes / j . The first non-vanishing term contains 
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only one such amplitude fj and corresponds to single scattering of projectile 
on nucleon 'j' of the target. The next term contains product of two term i.e. 
fk{Q )fi{Q') with k ^ I and corresponds to double scattering of two different 
nucleons and so on. Finally, the last term is given by products of exactly 'A' 
elementary amphtudes fji{qi)fj2{Q2) fjA{qA);jl ¥" i2 7^  ; 3 ^ jA 
[36], [37]. 
4.3 Formalism Of Multiple Scattering Theory 
For deriving principal result of multiple scattering formalism we use the 
method developed by Kerman, McManus and Thaler (KMT method) [38]. 
Let the potential acting between the incident projectile and the target nu-
c;lou.s is ('(jual to the sum of two body inttu-actions, Vi, including spin and 
isospiu dependence i.e. 
V = J2^,A (4.32) 
i = l 
where A is the anti-symmetrization operator operating on the target nucleons 
to take into account the Pauli's exclusion principle for the fermions. The main 
aim of multiple scattering theory is to relate the transition matrix T, for 
the projectile-nucleus collision to the transition matrix t, for the projectile-
nucleon collision i.e. 
T = Y:t{kf,k,-,rn) (4.33) 
n 
where t is the projectile-nucleon amplitude giving the scattering of a projec-
tile with incident momentum ^, and final momentum kf by a target nucleon 
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at position 7'„. If Vi is the potential of the 't"* nucleon then 
U{E) = V, + Vij^^^UiE) (4.34) 
where E~^ is the total energy of the projectile-nucleon system and ko is kinetic 
energy operator in the projectile-nucleon system. Similarly, the projectile-
nucleus collision matrix T can be given by 
A A A 
T{E) = Y.^iA + J2^i-T{E) (4.35) 
with a = E'^ — k — ffjv, where //^j is the Hamiltonian of target nucleus and 
k is the kinetic energy of incident projectile. 
Introducing a transition matrix r for the averaged two body interaction 
I A 1 '^  A 
^ = TE^iA + - 7 E ^ i - ^ (4-36) 
This implies 
Y,VA = {A-J:^V~)T (4.37) 
i=i i " 
then the transition matrix for projectile-nucleus system given in equation 
(4.35) is written as 
T[E) = {A -Y.Vi-)r + {A -^vA)r-T (4.38) 
^ a ^ a a 
Rearranging the above expression, the transition matrix T is written as 
T = AT + AT-T - y Vi-T -T-Y Vi-T 
a '—'a OL^-^ oi 
Using T^ X^ i ViK = YJX Vi^T the transition matrix in a simplified way is writ-
ten as 
T = Ar + {A-l)T-T (4.39) 
a 
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Introducing another transition matrix (T'j such that 
oquatiou (4.39) is written as 
T' = {A- 1)T + (.4 - l)r-AT' (4.40) 
Therefore, J^^i which we have introduced in order to explain the scat-
tering is due to the effective interaction {A - l ) r = ^  EiT"i. where r takes 
into account, the Pauh principle. The Schrodinger equation equivalent to 
effective interaction given above is written as 
[E-K-Hi^-{A- 1)T]^  = 0 (4.41) 
with {A — l ) r is effective interaction. If P be an projection operator defined 
as 
P= l O x O l + ll >< 1| + 
where |0 > is the ground state vector for target nucleus, |1 > is the first 
excited state and so on. Q is its complementary operator such that Q = 1 —P. 
Repeated operation of P and Q on themselves gives P and Q respectively i.e. 
P^ = P and Q^ = Q. And PQ = QP = 0. We introduce TPQ = PTQ, 
TQP = QTP, Tpp = PTP and TQQ = QTQ. Multiplying equation (4.41) by 
(P -(- Q), which is equal to 1, from righthand side 
[E-K- HN^ {A - l ) r ](P + g ) ^ = 0 (4.42) 
Now operating above equation by P from left and using the above mentioned 
definition and properties of P and Q operator, we rewrite equation (4.42) as 
[E-K- {HN)PP(A - l)Tpp]P^l; ={A- l)TpQQi; (4.43) 
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Similarly operating equation (4.42) by Q from left gives 
[E-K- {HN)QQ -[A- 1)TQQ\QII^ ={A- \)rQpPi> (4.44) 
we get 
Putting the value of Qi/; from equation (4.45 ) into equation (4.43) we get 
[E-K-{A- l)rpp -{A- l)rpQ^_^_(H,)J,-(^_,) . , , 
[A - l)TQp]Pi) = 0 (4.46) 
Above equation gives an effective potential for subspace projected by P. Here, 
{A — VjTpp is the first order term in effective potential and the term involving 
r, twice occuring in the fourth term of equation (4.46), is a second order 
term which describes the transition from the space projected by P to a space 
projected by Q. Under frozen nucleus approximation, {HP^)QQ is replaced by 
an average excitation energy e and (A - 1)TQQ by a first approximation to 
the two body projectile-nucleus optical model Hamiltonian. Therefore, 
. V^,t = {A - l)Tpp + {A - l)'rpQ^-^^^j--^TQp (4.47) 
when! V"^ '' is first order potential. 
Rom equation (4.34) 
Vi = (1 -Vi-)ti 
a 
where a = E'^ — ko. 
Using this value of Vi in equation (4.35) we have 
1 . A A 1 A 
Ti = Uk - Vi-UA + ti-T - Vi-ti-T (4.48) 
a a Q a 
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Defining ViHi = U^Vi, eiquation (4-48) is written as 
Ti = ijA + tiz-T - ti-{viA + Vi-r) 
pi a a 
Since, {viA + Vi^r) = Ti, therefore, 
Ti = tiA + ti-{AT-Ti) 
a 
Also r = ;^  Z) Ti therefore, 
r=jEU^ + \Et^li^r-n) (4.49) 
Now in order to take effects of nuclear medium into account, a should be 
replaced hy a = E'^ — K — HN — {A — 1)T and then equation (4.49) is written 
as 
^ = ^ E ' - ^ A + - i ^ ^ , l ( A - l ) r . (4.50) 
Since r = ^J2tj = ^ U, therefore. 
A^ ' ' A^t^ o' A^ a 
From equation (4.47) 
Vopt = {A- 1)T + {A- l ) V ^ r -{A- 1 )V^T (4.52) 
where, a = E-K-e-V^^^. Substituting the value of r from equation (4.51) 
in equation (4.52) 
V.= ^E*. + ^ E ' . i ' . -^Et.^<, (4.53) 
The above is expression of optical potential has been obtained as a re-
sult of multiple scattering formahsm developed by Kerman, McManus and 
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Thaler [38]. 
In tlie next section we will discuss about optical model potential in detail. 
which is used to describe low energy scattering. 
4.4 Optical Model Potential 
At low energies i.e. at T„ < 80MeV, the pion-nucleon interaction is weak 
and therefore to understand the cornplete phenomenology of pion-nucleon 
I . -
interaction in this energy region, the multiple scattering theory is used. 
The pion-nucleon scattering amplitude fi for low energy region in the center 
of mass frame in parametrized form is written as 
fnn{Pcm,Pcm) = ^0 + ^ iPcm-Pcm) + ^^ ^-{Pcm X P^m) (4 -54) 
where 6' = 60 + 61 (7^-r) is s-wave coefficient and depends on isospin with T^ 
as the isospin of pion and f as the isospin of nucleon. c' is p-wave coefficient 
and d is the d-wave coefficient. 
The coefficients b ,c',d' depends on energy momentum transfer q = p—p. At 
threshold i.e. when the energy of pion is equal to zero, values of coefficients 
are as follows [4] 
bl = -0.010(3)m;^ b\ = -0.091m;i 
cl = 0.208(3)m;^; c\ = 0.175(2)m;^ 
4 = -0.190(2)m;^ d\ = -0.069(2)m;2 
Prom these values, it become clear that the c term which corresponds to 
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p-wave scattering amplitude is dominating at low energies. 
Now for evaluating the first order optical potential, we require the transition 
matrix U in pion-nucleon center of mass frame, while multiple scattering 
theory requires it in projectile-nucleus frame. So if {pi,E\), {1)2, E2) are the 
momentum and energy of each particle (projectile, nucleon) before collision 
and {pi,Ei), (p2,-E'2) ^^^ ^^e momentum and energy after collision, then 
transformation between above two frames can be given by 
\ / ^ < p'ip'2\T\PiP2 > y i ^ 
This transformation is an invariant quantity. 
Let tpn is the value of transition matrix element T in projectile-nucleus center 
of mass frame, then according to above transformation 
•EiE2tpN ^ (\(2tpn (4.55) 
where E^ and E2 are the energies of the projectile and the target nucleon 
plus their rest masses in the projectile-nucleus frame and €1 and 62 are their 
energies in the projectile-nucleon frame. In Figs.4.3 (a)-(b), we have shown 
1 , Pcm ^ , Pcni 
™l mj 
Projectile-nucleon 
cemer of mass frame 
^ L , PL " 
m, 
Projectile-nucleon 
lab frame 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.3: Projectile-nucleon center of mass and laboratory frames [4]. 
the two situations i.e. projectile-nucleon center of mass frame and projectile-
nucleon lab frame. 
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Relation between T-matrix of projectilc-nucleon center of mass frame and 
scattering amplitude in that frame is given by 
tpn = E^-/pn (4.56) 
with EQ = l /2(ei + 62)-
From equation (4.55) 
E1E2 
tpn = tpyv 
6162 
Using this value of tpn, equation (4.56) is written as 
47r^^c2 £162 , , . „ , 
tpN = r^-^r-^Un (4.50 
In lab frame, the invariant form for condition (b) in figure is given by 
[EL + m^c^f - CYL = ^Y + ^2c'' + ^rn^^Ei = s (4.58) 
and in center of mass frame 
(ei + 62)2 = ^El = {M<^^c^vln + ^rnY + c^vlJ" (4.59) 
On equating equations (4.58) and (4.59) we get 
vn.^c'-EL - cVr.„, = sjmy + c^pl^.sjmlc^ + c''plj 
On squaring both sides and simplifying we get 
2 mlc'iEl - my) 
Per -
Since E^ = p\&- + mid^ therefore, 
Pcm = —Jf- (4.60) 
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From equation (4.59), (^ 1 + 62)^  = (y^mfc'* -f c^plm +\J'^Ic^ + c^P^)^ which 
imphes ei = yjrri{c'' + c^pin-
On putting the vakie of Pcm from equation (4.60) and simpHfying 
ei = -^{mlc^ + m2EL)c'^ (4.61) 
Similarly 62 is obtained as 
€2 = —=m2C^{rn2C^ + £^L) (4.62) 
y/S, 
Multiplying equations (4.61) and (4.62) 
eiea ^^  £;2 (4.63) 
Now taking the case when projectile scatters with nucleus. Let £3 is the 
energy of target nucleus in projectile-nucleus center of mass frame and E2 
the target nucleus energy including its rest mass in projectile- nucleus frame 
and is equal to ^ . 
In Figs. 4.4 (a)-(b), we have shown the two situations i.e. projectile- nucleus 
center of mass frame and lab frame . 
E, P e 
ro. 
Projectile-nucleus 
center of mass frame 
(a) 
2 
Am^ 
P ^ L , P 
mj Amj 
Projectile-nucleus 
lab frame 
(b) 
Figure 4.4: Projectile-nucleus center of mass and laboratory frames [4]. 
In lab frame, the invariant form is written as 
S={EL + Am2C^f - CVL = mjc" + {Am2fc'' + 2Am2C^EL (4.64) 
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and in center of mass frame 
s={E,+ e,f = 4Eo' = {^Imld' + c^p^ + ^J{Am^yc' + c^pl^f (4.65) 
with E'Q = l/2{Ei + e'2). 
On equating equations (4.64) and (4.65) 
lie' + [Am^fc' + 2Am2^EL = {\lm\c^ + c^vL + ^f{Am2Yc' + c^vl 
,2 
cm 
=^ ATU^C^EL - c'vlm = ^mld^ + c^vln-^iAm^Yc^-^c^v^ 
On squaring both sides of the above equation and simphfying we get 
2 _ {Am2fc\El - my) 
^ " " • ( v ^ ) 2 
Since El = m\c^ +pic^, therefore, 
Pcm = 7=— (4.66) 
Prom equation (4.65) Ei - \Jrn\d^ + c^pl^, on putting value of Pcm from 
equation (4.66) in this 
1 £1 = -^(mlc^ + Am2EL)c^ (4.67) 
Similar ly ('2 is ()\)tainod a-s 
4 = -7={Am2c'^ + Ei)Am2C^ (4.68) 
Multiplying equations (4.67) and (4.68) we get 
e'2 Am2C?{EL + Am2C^)(m]c^ + Am^c^EL) 
E^~-E,E2- ^2,4 + (^^^)2c4 + 2Am2c2£;, '^^ '^ ^^ 
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Now putting the values of E1E2 and 6162 from equations (4.69) and (4.63) in 
equation (4.57) 
, _ n f.2 2 PL 1 + myAhnl + lEiJAm^c'^ 
tp;, - ^^^ ^ P^^^EL (1 + E,/Am,c^){l + m'.cyAm^Ery'" ^ '^'^ ^^ 
where p ,^ is the momentum of pion in lab frame, Ei is its corresponding 
energy with rest mass and Am is the mass of the target nucleus. 
If p is the four momenta in s -frame and p be the four momenta in s-frame 
then under Lorentz transformation p = {'p—vEi)'y where v is relative velocity 
of the frames, Ei is total energy in lab frame and 7 = l / \ /1 ~ v'^/c^. Here, 
the transformation is from the reference frame in which the incident pion has 
a momentum of p and the target nucleon momentum is —p/A to the frame 
in which the pion and nucleon have momentum of Pcm and —pcm- So, here 
under Lorentz transformation Pcm = {p/A + •mv)'y = {p — vEi)^. Prom this 
v = p{l-l/A){^J. 
With this value of v 
. . . EiXl-l/A), 
P-^ = P^^—T^^TET^ 
For maximum pion kinetic energy in this region i.e. at 80MeV, 
v^ = 0.0245 and 7 = 1 . 
This implies 
^.m + Ei/A ^. m 
Pcm = p{ TTT-) - P izririEr) (4-71) 
m + EL m + EL In the similar way 
^ p(l - 1/A)EL . , „ . 
From equations (4.71) and (4.72) 
pUxp- l ^ = — - — ( p x p ' ) (4.73) 
m + tiL 
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and 
P".P»n = — ^ - ^ P - P - P (1 - V-4) j ; ; ^ : ^ ^ (4.74) 
Rewrite p^ ELS 
/ = i/2(p - p')2+p.^+i/4(bf - ip'n 
On energy shell jp]^ = |p P therefore, p^ = l/2g^ + ^-P where 9 = p - P 
Using this value of p^ in equation (4.74) 
^ J _ ^ J . m mEi mEi/A ^mEi{\-\IA) 
Pcm-Pcm - PP [^ ^ ^ ^ ( ^ ^ ^^y ^ {m + ELY^ ' ^ (m + ELY 
For very large value of A, the above expression will be written as 
Now, using equations (4.73) and (4.75), equation ( 4.54) is written as 
A„ = fe + cfp.p - ^ ] + i d a ( p x p ' ) (4.76) 
where b, c and d are proportional to 6', c' and d. On substituting the value of 
/,rn in equation (4.70) we get the transition matrix element for pion -nucleus 
scattering. Using this value of transition matrix element in equation (4.53), 
the first order optical potential is written as 
^(P.P ) = (^ - 1) / ( S / |^^""-V(«)*™e--' (4.T7) 
Taking only p-wave part from the expression i.e. the coefRcient of c-term 
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Since p = -ihV therefore, in operator form p-wavc potential is written as 
With t.his form of p-wavo potential, finally the the first ordor optical potential 
is given by 
V^ (^ ) = ( / I - l)[6(0)p-c(0)V.pV' - c ( ° ) ^ V V + rf(°)ai.|^] (4.79) 
Here, b^°\c^^^ and (i^ °) are the values of coefficients b, c and d at g = 0. Now, 
if we have to take into account the effects of correlations then the first order 
term is insufficient and we have to take into account the higher order terms. 
Prom equation (4.53) the second order optical potential is written as 
( . ) _ ( A - 1 ) 1 {A-iy p 
In coordinate space, the second order term is written as 
vS{r,r) =< 0,r\vS}\0.r^ >= ^A - if j dV J d Y ' [ j ^ ^ 
< 01 < r\U\r' >< r'\~\r" >< r"\tA7^ > |0 > — ^ < 0| < f]ti\r' > 
a A^ 
J ' l •'• 1 - / ' ' ^ n\ ^ -'"u \-l l O x / j - l r > < 0 | < r |L|r >10>] 
Q 
where U is a local operator defined as < f\ti\r > = 6{f— r )t{f— fj). 
Using this form of local operator and integrating over r' and r , the second 
order optical potential in coordinate space is written as 
V^^,{f,r) = {A-lf Idr,jdf2t{f-n)<r\^\r > t(r-f2)C(fi,r*2) (4.80) 
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1, 
Here, V^'^^ is a non-local potential which involves scattering by a target uu-
cleon at r2, a propagation from r to f*'a'nd again scattering with a target 
nucleon at fi, C(fi,f2) = p(ri,r*2) - p(ri)p(r*2) is the correlation function 
which measures the probability of a target nucleon to present at fi and other 
at f2. In momentum space equation (4.80) is written as 
v^ipj) = (x-i)^/gj/g:[tv-p)<p'|ii/ '>(V-/)i 
C ( p " - p , p - p " ) (4.81) 
where a = E — K — e — V^^K Neglecting the terms e and V'^^\ then at zero 
energy i.e. ai E = 0, a = —K = -p''^/2/u,. 
Substituting these assumptions at p' = p", in equation (4.81) 
where ^ is the reduced mass given as J ^ . 
Considering only the effect of p-wave term i.e. 
V^I{P,P) = {A-1) J J^, J J2^.cp.p <p\-^^,^j-—.lp >cp.p C(,,g) 
Taking the case when p ' =p" then, 
Vi.(pJ) = (A - D^c^/ gj(p/)(p-.p-)_^,pi_-C(,- ,-) (4.82) 
On decomposing the term ip-p'){p'.p) fis 
l/3(p.p ) |P? + [{p.p'W'.p) - l/3{p.^)\f\'] 
where first term is monopole term and the second one is quadrupole term. 
Neglecting the quadrupole term the second order p-wave term is written as 
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Neglecting 2z/^ e in comparison of [p'']^, finally the second order p-wave term 
is written as 
V^SiP^p) = -\2l^{A - \fo\v.v) I ^ C ( 9 , q^) (4.83) 
Introducing the Fourier transform of C{qyq) i.e. 
C(p' -P,P-P) = C{q,^) = jdr.jdr2e''-^ie''"''-^C(fi,f2) 
For fj = r^ 
Ciq.q) = /dfie'(^"'-P>">C(n,n) 
With this substitution equation (4.83) i.e. the p-wave part of second order 
optical potential is written, as 
vSliP^P) = ^ 2 M A - l)V(p.p') |dne'( '^-P"^-'C(f, ,r ,) (4.84) 
In the present dissertation, we have numerically evaluated the inelastic 
I/-N scattering in the A-resonance region by using the pion absorption code 
taken from Oset and Salcedo [26] to see the effect of final state interaction. 
However, we plan to develop a pion absorption code for low energy pions 
{T-n < 200 - 250MeV) using optical potential and for high energy pions 
[TT, > 200MeV) using Glauber model to describe the final state interaction 
in pion production i)rocesses in nuclei induced by photons, electrons and neu-
trinos. 
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Chapter 5 
INELASTIC PRODUCTION 
OF LEPTONS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
5.2 FORMALISM 
5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Chapter 5 
Inelastic Production of Leptons 
5.1 Introduction 
The inelastic production process of leptons is the process in which the produc-
tion of leptons is accompanied by one pion (or more pions). Some reactions 
which are accompanied by one pion are -
z / / + p ^ r + A++ 
ui + n-^r + A-^ 
ui+p -* ui + A'^ 
ui + n-*U[ + A° 
- ; 
— > 
— > 
— > 
-
-> 
r + p + 7r+ 
Ui+p + TT^ 
ui + n + n'^ 
i/i+n + n^ 
Ul+P + TT' 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
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where I —> e , // , r . 
The multi-pion production processes can be given as 
1^1 + N -^ 1 + N' + mm (5.5) 
where N{N') can be a proton or a neutron, 1 is a lepton and IT can be ac-
cordingly 7r+,7r~,7r°. When these processes takes place inside the nucleus, 
where the nucleons are not free; nuclear effect should be incorporated. 
The study in the case of pion production in the weak processes has been 
hmited [27], [39]- [47]. In the earlier experiments with the neutrino in-
duced pion production experiments performed at CERN [48], ANL [49] and 
BNL [50] laboratories have been analyzed to obtain informations on these 
form factors. The early neutrino experiments performed at CERN [48] have 
low statistics and are done using heavy nuclear targets and their analysis 
have uncertainties related to the nuclear corrections. The later experiments 
performed at ANL [49] and BNL [50] are done in hydrogen and deuterium 
and are free from nuclear medium; corrections. These experiments also have 
high statistics and provide reasonable estimates of the dominant form fac-
tors in TV — A transitions. Recently with the availability of the new neutrino 
beams in intermediate energies-at MiniBooNE [51], [52] and K2K [53], it is 
desirable that various N* — N wesi^ transition form factors are determined for 
low lying nuclear resonances like A(1232), iV*(1440), N*(1535), etc. There 
is considerable activity in this field, specially, in the determination of electro-
magnetic transition form factors using the photo and electro-production data 
from MAINZ, BONN and TJNAF laboratories [3]. It is desirable that such 
attempts be extended to the determination of weak transition form factors 
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also. 
Recently, the weak pion production processes have become very important 
in the analysis of the neutrino oscillation experiments with atmospheric neu-
trinos. The energy spectrum of atmospheric neutrino at Kamioka site [54], 
shown in Fig.5.1 is such that the weak pion production contributes about 
20% of the quasielastic lepton production and is a major source of uncer-
tainty in the identification of electron and muon events. In particular, the 
neutral current 7r° production contributes to the background of e^ produc-
tion while n"^ production contributes to the background of /./-'*' production. 
This is because both the particles i.e. TT^ and e"^ are identified through the 
detection of photons and n"^ and fi^ are identified through single track events 
in the detection of neutrino oscillation experiments. Moreover, the neutral 
current TT" production plays very important role in distinguishing between 
the two oscillation mechanisms u^ —> UT and u^ —* 1/3 [55]. 
The average energy of atmospheric neutrinos is around 1 GeV while for 
the present long base line experiments hke MiniBooNE [51], [52] and K2K 
[53], the average energies are around 750 MeV and iGeV respectively and 
the maximum energy of the neutrinos is more than 3 GeV as shown in 
Figs.5.2 and 5.3, r(!spoctivoly for the MiniBooNE and K2K spectrum. 
The other proposed long base line experiments like T2K [56], [57] the av-
erage energies are also in the few GeV region. In the intermediate energy 
region of neutrinos (< 3 GeV), besides the quasielastic processes, the in-
elastic processes also become very important [28],[45]. In this energy re-
gion lepton and pion production for the neutrino induced processes in the 
nucleus, through resonance channel like A(1232), iV*(1440), iV*(1535), etc 
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coiitril)ut(\s. These resonances decay through the strong interaction by pro-
ducing one or more pions. For E^ ~ 1.5 GeV, it has been found that the 
cross-sections for the charged current lepton production in the quasielas-
tic reaction and inelastic reaction assuming A dominance become compa-
rable [27],[58]. Also with the increase in energy the contribution to the 
lepton and pion production from the inelastic processes become larger than 
the quasielastic processes. The neutrino oscillation studies are generally 
done on the nuclear targets like ^^C/® O,^ ^ Fe,^°^ P6 etc. and the nuclear 
effects become important for neutrino energies in the region of few GeV. 
In the prt\s(nil. worlt, wo have studied the nuclear olibcts in tlir cliiugcd cur-
rent induced pion production in ^^C. 
In section 5.1, we have written down the matrix element for a pion interacting 
with a nucleon and the various transition form factors used in the numerical 
evaluation. We have also given the expression for the modification in the A 
mass and width in the nuclear medium. 
In section 5.2, we have presented the results and discuss the effect of nuclear 
medium and final state interaction. 
5.2 Formalism 
The matrix element for neutrino production reaction of A on proton targets 
leading to one pion event i.e. 
i^iik) +Pip) -> l-{k') + A++{p') (5.6) 
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is given as 
T = '^cose,u{k')l^.{l - l^)u{k){rf'' (5.7) 
where u{k')^^{\ - 75)ii(A;) is the leptonic part of current and J'* defines the 
matrix element of the transition hadronic current between A'' and A states. 
The most general form of JQQ is ynritten as [47]: 
'(cne)\ J^c = MP') A ^ . (9 -^^-gV) 
+ 
+ 
+ Q (^9V" + ^ 9 v ) ] t . 
(5.8) 
where il^aip') and u(p) are the Rarita Schwinger and Dirac spinors for A 
and nucleon of momenta p' and p respectively, q{— p' — p = k — k') is 
the four momentum transfer and Ct^(i=3-6) are vector and Cf{i=3-6) are 
axial vector transition form factors. The vector form factors C,^(i=3-6) are 
determined by using the conserved vector current (CVC) hypothesis which 
gives C^((j^)=0 and relates Cj^'(i=3,4,5) to the electromagnetic form factors 
whicli are determined from photo-production and electro-production of A's. 
Using the analysis of these experiments [40],[59] we take the following form 
of the vector form factors 
C^ = 0, C^ = - ^ C l and 
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C^q') = ,^ L , . Ml = OMGeV (5.9) 
The axial vector form factor C^{q^) i^;^related to C^^^q^) using PCAC and 
is given by 
CM) = C,%')-^, (5.10) 
The remaining axial vector form factor 0,43,4,5(9^) are taken from the exper-
imental analysis of the neutrino experiments producing A's in proton and 
deuteron targets [49]- [50]. These form factors are not uniquely determined 
but the following parameterizations give a satisfactory fit to the data. 
,2 \ - 2 
cuA,^{q') = c m 1+ "^ '^ ^ - ^ j ^'-''^ hi-q" 
with C^{Q) = 0,C4^(0) = -0.3,C5^(0) = 1.2,04 = 05 = -1 .21, 64 = s^ = 
2Gey2, MA = l.2SGeV. The details of the calculation for J^'' and the 
differential cross-sections are discussed in Appendix A. Using the hadronic 
current given in equation (5.8), the energy spectrum of the outgoing leptons 
is given by 
d?a I l k ' ™ 
dEk'dQk' 87r3 MM' E^ {W - M'Y + ^^^^ 
where W = ^{p -\- qY and M' is mass of A, 
and is calculated with the use of spin | projection operator P^" defined as 
spins 
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and given by: 
2M' V 3 M'2 
In Eqn.(5.12), the decay width F is taken to be an energy dependent p-wave 
decay width given by 
where 
^(1^2 - m l - M2)2 _ 4m2M2 
W is the center of mass energy and M is the mass of nucleon. The step 
function 6 denotes the fact that the width is zero for the invariant masses 
below the NIT threshold, jqcml is the pion momentum in the rest frame of 
the resonance. When the reaction (5.6) takes place in the nucleus, the neu-
trino interacts with the nucleon moving inside the nucleus of density p{r) 
with its corresponding momentum p constrained to be below its Fermi mo-
mentum. The produced A's have no such constraints on their momentum. 
These A's decay through various decay channels in the medium. The most 
prominent decay mode is A —+ N-n which produces pions. This decay mode 
in the nuclear medium is inhibited due to Pauli blocking of the final nucleon 
momentum modifying the decay width F used in Eqn.(5.14). This modifi-
cation of F due to Pauli blocking of nucleus has been studied in detail in 
electromagnetic and strong interactions [26]. The modified A decay width 
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i.e. f is written as [26]: 
2 
f = J- (hllAyM}^F{kF, EA, k^)e{W -M-m,) (5.15) 
67r y m^ / Vv 
where F{kp, E^, ^A) is the Pauh correction factor given by 
kA\flcm\ + E^E' -EpW 
where kp is the Fermi momentum, Ep = yM'^ + kj?, k^ is the A momentum 
and EA = Jw + k'^. Moreover, in the nuclear medium there are additional 
decay channels oi)en due to two body and three body absorption processes 
like AA^ —> A^A'' and ANN -^ NNN through which A's disappear in the 
nuclear medium without producing a pion while a two body A absorption 
process like AA'' —> TTNN gives rise* to some more pions. These nuclear 
medium effects on A propagation are included by using a A propagator 
in which the A propagator is written in terms of A self energy EA- This 
is done by using a modified mass and width of A in nuclear medium i.e. 
MA —> MA + ReEA and f —> f — ImL^. There are many calculations of 
A self energy EA in the nuclear medium [26],[29],[60],[61] and we use the 
results of [26], where the density dependence of real and imaginary parts of 
EA fire parametrized in the following form: 
HeEA = 40—MeV and 
. Po 
- M E . = C , ( i ) \ c . . ( £ ) \ c . 3 ( ^ ) ^ (5,17) 
In Eqn.(5.17), the term with CQ accounts for the AA^ —> TTA^ A^  process, 
the term with CA2 for two-body absorption process AA^ —> A''A^ and the 
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term with CAZ for three-body absorption process I\NN —> NNN. The 
coefficients CQ, C42, ^"43, a, /5 and 7 (7 = 2/?) are parametrized in the range 
80 < T„ < Z2QMeV (where T„ is the pion kinetic energy) as [26] 
T Ci{T„) = ax"^ + bx + c, ior X = ^^ (5.18) 
The values of coefficients o, b and c are given in Table-5. taken from ref.[26]. 
Similarly in the case of neutrino production reaction of A on neutron targets 
Table 5.1: Coefficients of Eqn.(5.18) for an analytical interpolation of ImT,/^ 
CQiUeV) 
a -5.19 
b 15.35 
c 2.06 
CA2{MeV) 
1.06 
-6.64 
22.66 
C^3(MeV) 
-13.46 
46.17 
-20.34 
a 
0.382 
-1.322 
1.466 
0 
-0.038 
0.204 
0.613 
leading to charged pion events i.e. 
I// -f n -^ /" -f A+ -^ /" -t- n -f- 7r+ 
, "I 
the cross-section is given by , 
dr rfk' 1 
- / / STT? E^Ei MM' 
X 
f - /mSA 
(W-M'- Rei:^^ + (f - /mEA)2 
X Ipnir) L.^J^" (5.19) 
The factor 5 in front of Pn comes due to suppression of charged pion produc-
tion from neutron targets as compared to charged pion production from the 
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proton target in the nucleus. The total cross-section is written as 
rfr rfk' 1 
- / / 87r3 E^Ei MM' 
2 ^ - /mSA 
[W - M' - HeEA)2 + (f - /mEA)2 
^ ' ^ Lf^^J''" (5.20) Pp(r) + gPnCr) 
In case of anti-neutrino reactions Pp + ^Pn is replaced by p„ + ^pp. 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
Using the expression for the cross-secbtion (a) given in equation (5.20), we 
have obtained the results for the total cross-section cr{E^) vs E^ for fe, i^ e, i^n 
and u^. 
These results have been shown in Figs. 5.4-5.7, for the inelastic produc-
tion of leptons accompanied by A. The solid line is the result when the 
cross-section have been calculated with decay width (F) given by equation 
(5.14), when only Pauli blocking and Fermi motion effects are taken into 
account. When MA and F are modified in the nuclear medium by changing 
MA as MA + ReT,^ and F —> F — 2/TnEA the results have been shown by 
dashed lines. Finally when pion absorption is taken into account using the 
pion absorption code by Strottman and Oset [26] , we have shown the results 
by the dotted lines. 
We see that for z/^  reactions around neutrino energy of 500 MeV the reduc-
tion in the cross-section is 23% from the cross-section calculation with MA 
and F only while this reduction is 11% at £;^ ^ ~ IGeK and 10% for f;^ ^ ~ 1.2 
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Figure 5.4: a(Ey) vs E^, curve for t-e. The solid line shows the result when 
the cross-section have been cahnilatcd with decay width (T) Laking only Pauli 
blocking and Fermi motion effects into account. The dashed line shows the 
results when nuclear medium modification effects on A are also taken into 
account and when pion absorption effect is also incorporated then results are 
shown by dotted lines. 113 
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Figure 5.5: cr(E^) vs Ei, curve for Ug. The solid line shows the result when 
the cross-section have been calculated with decay width (F) taking only Pauli 
blocking and Fermi motion effects into account. The dashed line shows the 
results when nuclear medium modification effects on A are also taken into 
account and when pion absorption effect is also incorporated then results are 
shown by dotted lines. 
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.'I 
Figure 5.6: a{E^) vs E^ curve for i/^. The solid line shows the result when 
the cross-section have been calculated with decay width (F) taking only Pauli 
blocking and Fermi motion effects into account. The dashed line shows the 
results when nuclear medium modification effects on A are also taken into 
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account and when pion absorption effect is also incorporated then results are 
shown by dotted lines. 
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
E, (MeV) 
Figure 5.7: cr(E^) vs E^ curve for j>^ . The solid line shows the result when 
the cross-section have been calculated with decay width (F) taking only Pauli 
blocking and Fermi motion effects into account. The dashed line shows the 
results when nuclear medium modification effects on A are also taken into 
account and when pion absorption effect is also incorporated then results are 
shown by dotted lines. 
GeV. With the increase in energy the reduction in the cross-section becomes 
smaller and smaller and for E^ ,^  ~ 3.0GeV the reductions is around 8%. 
When the pion absorption effects-iare taken into account there is a further re-
duction in the cross-section and is;around 10% at E^ = dOOMeV. At neutrino 
energies of around E^, ~ 1-2 GeV the further reductions are around 10-12%. 
The results for u^ are similar to v^ except that the cross-section is smaller. 
The results for u^ and Ue are qualitatively similar to the results obtained for 
Uf^ and Pfj, reaction except the threshold effects. 
In Figs. 5.8-5.9, we have shown the results for the momentum distribution 
^ vs pi for Ely = 750MeV and 1 GeV for muon type neutrino. We see that 
in the peak region for (p/= 200-300 MeV for E^ = 750 MeV and pi= 500-600 
MeV for E^ = 1 GeV) the reduction in the cross-section is around 15-18 %, 
when the nuclear medium effcicts are taken into account. There is further 
reduction of 8-12 % in the momentum distribution in the peak region when 
pion absorption effects are taken into account. 
In Figs. 5.10-5.11, we have shown the results for the angular distribution 
da/dcosO vs cos9 for E^ = IhQMeV and 1 GeV. We find a reduction of 8 
to 10 % in the forward direction when the nuclear medium effects are taken 
into account and when the pion absorption effect are taken into account the 
reduction is again around 8-10 %. Therefore, the nuclear medium effects as 
well as final state interaction effects for pions coming out of the nucleus are 
quite important while analyzing the res\ilts of neutrino oscillations. 
In the next chapter, we present a suunnary of our present study and the 
future plans. 
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0 100 200 300 400 500 600 
P, (MeV) 
Figure 5.8: ^ vs pi curve for Eu =750 MeV for muon type neutrino. The 
solid line shows the results when the cross-section has been calculated with 
decay width F, dashed Une shows the case when nuclear medium modification 
effects on A are taken into account and dotted line represents the case when 
pion absorption is also taken into account. 
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p, (MeV) 
800 
Figure 5.9: "^^ , vs pi curve for E^ =1 GeV for muon type neutrino. The 
solid line shows tlie results when the cross-section has been calculated with 
decay width F, dashed line shows the case when nuclear medium modification 
effects on A are taken into account and dotted line represents the case when 
pion absorption is also taken into account. 
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Figure 5.10: - ^ vs cos9 for E^ =750 MeV. The solid line represent the 
results with deacy width, dashed line represents the results with nuclear 
medium modification effects on A and dotted Une shows the results with 
taking pion absorption into account. 
120 ~ 
Figure 5.11: ^ ^ vs cos9 for E^ =1 GeV. The solid line represent the results 
with deacy width, dashed line represents the results with nuclear medium 
modification effects on A and dotted line shows the results with taking pion 
absorption into account. 
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Chapter 6 
SUMMARY AND FUTURE 
PLAN 
Chapter 6 
Summary and Future Plan 
In this dissertation, we have done a review work on pion production, TT-N 
scattering amplitude, phase shift analysis, isospin analysis etc. and studied 
the pion-nucleus scattering theory in the low and high energy approxima-
tion. 
In chapter 2, we have studied about pion-nucleon scattering, effective La-
grangian of pion-nucleon interaction, pseudo-scalar and pseudo-vector cou-
plings and non-relativistic approximation of TTNN scattering amplitude. Fur-
ther we have done the spin-analysis of pion-nucleon scattering amplitude, 
iH()si)in analysis of pion-nucleon ampUtude and partial wave analysis of spin 
dependent and spin-independent amplitude. 
In chapter 3, we study the pion-nucleus scattering, where the target system 
of nucleons is bounded inside the nucleus and the various possible processes 
in pion-nucleus interaction viz. 
(i) Elastic scattering, where the target nucleus is left in its ground state. 
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(ii) Inelastic scattering, whei'e the outgoing pion leaves the nucleus in an 
excited state. 
(iii) Pion absorption, where no pion emerges in the final state. 
In chapter 4, we have studied the formaJism of multiple scattering theory, 
which is applicable in the case of scattering of a projectile with a nucleus. 
For understanding the multiple scattering formalism we have used Kerman, 
McManus and Thaler (KMT) method and used optical potential for low en-
ergy studies and Glauber scattering theory for high energies. 
In chapter 5, we have studied the charged lepton production in carbon in-
duced by neutrinos. The energy dependence of the total cross-sections for 
inelastic processes have been calculated. The inelastic process has been stud-
ied through the A dominance model which incorporates the modification of 
mass and width of the A-resonance in the nuclear medium. The num(;rical 
results for the momentum and angular distributions of the charged lej)ton 
production cross-section has been presented for muons and electrons. The 
momentum distribution da/dpi and the angular distribution da/dcos6i have 
been also studied. We find that 
(i) There is a large reduction due to nuclear effects and the pion absorption 
effect in the total cross-section for inelastic production cross-section specially 
at lower energies (30-35 % around 500 MeV) and the reduction becomes 
smaller at higher energies (15-20 % around 2 GeV). 
(ii)Thc reduction in the momentum distribution due to nuclear medium ef-
f'ei1,s and pion al)sorption effects is around 23-30 % in the peak region. 
(iii)The reduction in the angular distribution da/dcos6i due to nuclear medium 
effects and pion absorption effects is 16-20 % in the forward direction. 
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Therefore, these studies are important while analyzing neutrino oscillation 
data. 
We plan to extend our work as follows : 
(1) Presently we have taken only the A-resonance contribution, while in prin-
ciple one should take all the Born diagrams and other high resonances like 
iV(1440), A''*(1535). We plan to make study of contributions from them. 
(2) To develop a pion absorption code for low energies pions {T„ < 200-250 
MeV) using optical potential and for high energy region (T^ > 200 MeV) 
using Glauber model to describe the final state interaction (FSI) in pion 
production processes by photons, electrons and neutrinos. 
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Appendix 
VARIOUS TERM IN 
TRANSITION MATRIX 
ELEMENT 
Appendix A 
Various terms in transition matrix element 
The matrix element for the neutrino production reaction of A on proton 
l.nrj'.cts Iniuling to oiic-pion events, i.e. 
ui{k)+p{p)-^l-{k') + A-'^{p') (A.l) 
is given as 
T = ^coseMk'Hil - 75)w(fc)(J^)^^ (A.2) 
where, {J'^)^^ is the charged current (CC) matrix element of the hadronic 
current defined as 
+ 
+ 
M •{g-^A~q"r) 
^^ig'-'q • P'- qyn 
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+ ^^ (9^ )^ "'^  + % ^ g V ) u{p) 
(A.3) 
2M ^ ^'^^^ 
The hadronic part of current is written as 
J"" = Tr 
where Pap is spin 3/2 projection operator defined as 
•Pa/3 = Y. '^ «'^ /3 
and given by 
spin 
// + M' _ A- ._ Itltl ^ ^p'''Y-v"\. _ 1^,.^. 
3 M'2 3 M' 7 7 3 ' ' 
and 
^a /x 
M (^"'^/^-g"7^) 
+ 
+ 
+ 
M2 
M2 • (^ '^ '^9-p-9V) + ^ ^ g v ) 7 5 
^ ^ ( ^ ' ^ ^ 4 - '7'^ 7 )^ + ^ | ^ ( 5 ° " 9 • P' - O ' ^ ) 
+ ^sH'/')!/"" H-~^7"V"' 
For example if we consider only the term C^g^"' in A°'^ then 
(A.4) 
J*^ -^  = (C5)'^'Tr ii^^M)(i>' + M^) 
2M 2M^ -9tii^ + 
2 P X lp| .7^-iPl7^ 
3 MR 3 MA 
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r<A2 
2 M A 2 M ^ 
+ :^'r^i7u 
y0 
{^ + M){ji>' + M^) 
^'^ ^ 3 Ml 
V^Tiv - Pu^t^ 
MA 
(A.5) 
J^.u 2(a) A2 
M. 
{p-v' + MMc){~ 2p'p\ 
3 M i ^AX^)-:T(P>t.-pX) 
1 
+ 3 (P • P'^ M'' - PI^PI + P^cPl + MM^g^^) (A.6) 
The leptonic tensor for the reaction is given by 
U = ^{kX + fcl.'^V - 9^uk • k' + ie^.c/sk'^k"^) ^ (A.7) 
Then 
i-HU'-' 
64 (^ 5^ )^ A\2 
3 2m^2m„2M2MA 
(P-P' + M M A ) 3 ^ ( 2 / C - P T . P ' 
-MiA; • A:') + 2k • k' --{k • k'p • p' + k • k'MM^) (A.8) 
Further simphfication of this impHes 
64 {C^f 
•^^  3 2m^2m^2M2MA 
(p-p- + 2MMA)(^^'^f'^Vfc-fcO (A.9) 
and 
64 2fc • 77'A;' • 73' 
^ 2 m i | M p = 2m,2m/2M2MAVJ'"^ = —(C5)^'(py+2MMA)(A;-A;'+ ^72—^) 
. 3 MA 
Introducing Mandelstam variables for a reaction A-{- B —* C -\- D 
S^{PA+ PB) = {Pc + PD) 
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'• = {PA - Vcf ^ {PD - Pli)'^ 
u= {PA -PD? = {pc-PB? 
In the present case 
s = (p + /c)^  = M^ + 2p • A; + m^ = M^ + 2p • A; + m? 
Also 
s={p' + k'f = Ml + 2p' • k' + mf = Ml + 2p' -k' + ml 
t = {k- k'f -=m\ + ml-2k-k' 
Also 
and 
t={p- p'Y = Ml + M'-2p-p' 
u = (fc•- p'f 
Therefore, we can write 
s-MJ-ml 
^ 2 
s ~ M'^ -m^ p.k= 
t-M'^-Ml 
P-P- 2 
2 
k P - 2 
The differential cross-section for a reaction A + B —y C + D is given by 
d(T= U ^{^^yS\pc+PD-PA-PB)y,T\M?7-^^^^^ 
2EA2EB\VA-VB\^ PB)i^2^\ \ ^2nY2Ec2ED 
(A.IO) 
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Hence for the reaction uiN —* I A 
1 (27r)4 
da — -- M\^5%p + k-p' -k')- d^k' d^p' (A.ll) 2 2 ( s - M 2 ) ' " ' ' " ''' • •• ' ' "•' (27r)32£;'(27r)32£;A 
The factor 1/2 is the spin of tire initial nucleon. Using the relation 
6{p'^-M')^--l^Im{D^{p')) 
1 1 rA/2 
where 
7 r 2 M A ( v / i - M A ) 2 + (rA/2)2 
1 
da_ _ |M|2 
d^ ~ 128(s - M2)7r2 
Vs - MA + zr/2 
1 1 FA 
da 
27r IMI 
dcosOi 128(5 - M2)7r2 E'dE 
TT M A (^/^ - M A ) 2 + (rA/2)2 
1 1 TA 
7 r M A ( v / i - M A ) 2 + (rA/2)2 
(A.12) 
(A.13) 
(A.14) 
The complete expression for Yli 2mi|Mp with all the terms is written as 
+ 
{{Ctf{ml + 2m,MA + M l - 0(2Mimf, + mj + ml{Ml +ml-s) 
-Mis - 2mjs + s^ - 2Mif - mji + sf))/(3Mi) 
(16(C5^C6^)m2(m2 + 2m,MA + M i - f)(mt - m^Ml + m^mj 
+ M l m J - m^s + Mis - 2mlt - Mlt - m\t + si + i^))/(3Ml) 
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+ 
(Cr)2((8m>J)/3 - (16m^,MAmJ)/3 + (8mtMimJ)/3 - (8m2M>J)/3 
+(16m,Mim2)/3 - (8Mimy/3 + (16mX) /3 - (32m3,MAmJ)/3 
+(32m,MimJ)/3 - (16MlmJ)/3 - (16m>Js)/3 + {32mlMAmls)/3 
-{2,2mMlrnls)lZ + (16M^m2s)/3 + (8m^t)/3 - (16m'^MAi)/3 
+(8m^Mii)/3 + {%mlMit)l?> - (16m,Mit)/3 + (8Mit)/3 
-(8"'v"''''')/3 + (SMA^/iJO/S - (16m^n;/,)/3 + (lGA'/l7,^;,0/3 
-(16mtst)/3 + (32m>/A5t)/3 - (327n2Mist)/3 + (32m^Mist)/3 
-(16M^si)/3 + (32m^MAm2st)/3 - (32MimJsi)/3 + {l&mlsH)/?> 
-{32m,MAsH)/3 + {l6Mlsh)/3 - 8m^i' + {32mlMAt^)/3 - {32m,Mlt^)/3 
+{SMit^)/3 - {Smlmlt^)/3 + {\&mM^rr?f)l3 - {SMlmlt^)/3 
+{32mlst^)/3 - {32mM^st^)/^ + {32Mlst^)/3 + (16m^st^)/3 - {lQsH^)/3 
+8my - (16m^MAi^)/3 - (8MAi^)/3 + {8my)/3 - {16st)^ - {8t^)/3 
+ 
{C^)'\{8mlm'^)/3 + (16m^MAm2)/3 + (8m>2„,2)/3 
-{8rnlMiml)/3 - (16m.MimJ)/3 - (8Mim2)/3 + (16mX) /3+ 
(32m^MAmJ)/3 - (32m^MimJ)/3 - (16M^mJ)/3 - (16m^mJs)/3-
(32m^MAmj5)/3 + (32m^M2m2s)/3 + (16M^mJs)/3 + (8m^i)/3 
+(16m^MAi)/3 + (8mtMit)/3 + (8m^M^t)/3 + (16m,Mit)/3 
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+{8Mlt)/3 - (8m>Ji)/3 + (8Mlmj0/3 - {16mlmlt)/3 
+(16Mlmj0/3 - iiemUt)/3 - {Z2mlM^st)/Z - {32mlMlst)/3 
-{32mMist)/3 - (16M^5i)/3 - (32m^MAmJsi)/3 - (32MlmJsi)/3 
+(16myi)/3 + {32mMAsH)/i+{lQMlsH)/3 - 8mlt^ - {32mlM^t^)/3 
+(32m,Mie)/3 + {8Mie)l3 - {8mlmlf)/3 - {16mMAmlt'')/3 
-(8Mlm2f2)/3 + {32mlst^)/3 + i32mMAst^)/3 + {32Mlst^)/3 
+{\Qmlst^)/3 ~ (16s¥)/3 + 8mlt^ + {lQmM^t^)/3 
-{8Mlt^)/3 + {8my)l3 - (16si')/3 - (8i^)/3 
+ 
{8{C^)HmlK + 3mtMlmJ - mlMiml - 3MlmJ+ 
2m>4 + AmlMlml - AmMlml - 2MlmJ - 2m^mJ,s 
-AmlMlmls + 6MlmJs + m^ + 3m^Mii + mlMit+ 
3Mlt - mlmlt - 4m^M^mJi + 5M^mJ^ - 2mlmlt+ 
2Mlmlt - 2mlst - 8m^M^st - 6M^s^ - 8Mlmlst 
+2mlsh + GMlsH - 3mlt'^ - AmlMlt^ + 8mMlt^ 
-3Mlt^ - mlmlt^ - 3Mlmlt'^ + imlsf + 8Mlsf 
+2mlsf - 2sH^ + 3mlt^ + Mlt^ + mlt^ 
-2si' - t'))l{3Ml) 
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+ 
(C4^)(C5^)((16mX)/3 - {^2mlM^ml)lZ + (16m^,Mlm2)/3-
{\QmlMiml)lZ + (32m^MimJ)/3 - (16Mim2)/3+ 
(16m>J)/3 - (32m^MAmJ)/3 + (32m^MimJ)/3+ 
(64m^MAm2s)/3 - (64m^MimJs)/3 + (32Mlmj5)/3+ 
Ik 
(16m^t)/3 - (32m^MAt)/3 + (16m^Mit)/3 + (16m^Mlt)/3-
(32m^Mif)/3 + (16Mit)/3 - (32mXi) /3 + (32m^MAmj0/3-
(32m^MimJt)/3 + (32M^mJt)/3 - (32m^MAmJi)/3 + (32MlmJi)/3-
(32Tn^st)/3+(64mjMA50/3-(64m2MAst)/3+(64m^Mist)/3-(32Mlsi)/3+ 
(64m^MAmJsi)/3 - (64MlmJst)/3 + (32m2s2i)/3 _ (64m^MAs2i)/3+ 
(32Mls2t)/3 - (16m^t2)/3 _ (l6Mli2)/3 + (lem^mj^^^/g _ (i6Mim2i2)/3_ 
(64M^st2)/3 + (32mJst2)/3 - (32s¥)/3 - {\Qnxlt^)/2> + (32m^MAt^)/3 
-(16Mlt3)/3 - (32st^)/3 + (16t^)/3) 
(32mX) /3 + (16mX)/(3Mi) + (32m,MAm;)/3 - (16MlmJ)/3-
{32mlmls)/3 - {l6mlmls)/{3Ml) + IGMlmls + 8mlt + (8m^t)/(3Mi)+ 
{8mlMlt)/3 + SM^t - ( 8mX0/ (3Ml ) + (32m^MAm2i)/3+ 
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(40Mlm2i)/3 + (16mJi)/3 - (IGm^mJO/CSMi) - {Q4mlst)/3-
{16mlst)/{3Ml)-l6Mlst-{64mlst)/3-n6sh+{16mlsh)/{3Ml)-{32rnlt'^)/3-
{Sm'f)IMl ^ (64m^MAi^)/3 - 8Mii ' - ^vr/-
{mW/)/{ZMl) + {CAst')/3 + (32m;6i2)/(3Ml) + {lQmlst')/{3Ml)-
(165¥)/(3Ml) + (8f3)/3 + {%mie)lMl+ {8mlt')/{3Ml)-
{16st')/i3Ml) - [8t')/{3Ml)) 
+ 
(Ce^)2((4mX)/3-(4mX)/(3Mi)-(8mX)/(3MA) + (16m^,MAm;j/3+ 
{AmlMlml)/3 - (8m,MimJ)/3 - (4M>J) /3 - {4mtmlt)/3+ 
(47,ef,i,JO/(3Mi) + {^mlir>lt)/{3M^) - [liiwlM^^wlt)/:',-
{4mlMlmlt)/3 + (8m,.Mimj0/3 + ( 4 M > ; 0 / 3 + (8m>Jt)/3+ 
{4mlmlt)/Ml + (16mX^)/(3MA) + (l6m,MAmJi)/3+ 
4MimJt - ( 8 m X i ' ) / 3 - {4mtmlt')/Ml - {16mlmlf)/{3M^)-
{l6m,MAmy)/^ - ^Mlm^f - Amy - {Amlm]f)IMl-
(8m,mJt2)/(3MA) + 4my + {4mlmy)/Ml + {%m,my)l{3Mc,) + 
{4m'/)l{3Ml) - {4my)l{3Ml)) 
+ 
[Cl)\{8mlml)/3 - {l%mlM^ml)l3 + {SmtMl)/3 - {8mlMiml)/3+ 
(16m.Mim2)/3 - {8Mlml)/3 + ( 4 m X ) / 3 " ( 4 m X ) / ( 3 0 + 
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{Sm,Mlml)/3 - (4MimJj/3 - (16m>Js)/3 + (32m',MAmJs)/3-
{32mMlmls))/3HWMimls)/3+{8mlt)/3~{l6mlMAt)/3+i8rntMlt)/3+ 
{8mlMit)/3 - {l6mMlt)/3 + {8Mlt)/3 - ( 2 8 m X 0 / 3 -
{4mlmlt)jMl+ {8mlmli)/MA + {16mlMAmlt)/3 + AmlMlmlt-
{mmMlmlt)l3 -H (28Mlm2t)/3 - (8m2mlt)/3 - (4mtmit)/(3Mi)+ 
(16m^mJt)/(3MA) - (16m^MAmJi)/3 + 4MlmJ^ - (16m^s^)/3+ 
(32>r>;>/Ast)/3 - (327)i'^ A<!i,st)/3+ (32m^Mist)/3- (lGA4st)/3+ 
(16m>Jst)/(3Mi)-(32m>j5^)/(3MA)+(64m^MAmJs0/3-16MimJsi+ 
(16m2s2t)/3-(32m,MAs't)/3+(16Mis2t)/3-(8mtt2)/3-(16m2Mit2)/3+ 
(32m,Mi^'')/3 - 8Mit' + (20mXt2)/(3M2) - (16m^mJ^^V(3MA) + 
(32m,MAm2i2)/3 - 12MlmJ^' - 4mji2 + ( 4 T 7 7 > J ^ ' ) / ( 3 M ' ) + 
(8mX^2)/(3^^) ^ (64m2si^)/3 + (16m^st2)/(3Mi) - (32m^5t2)/(3MA)-
(64m^MASt^)/3 + IGMist^ + ISmJst^ - (32m^m2st2)/(3Mi)+ 
(32'//I^.S'^/;')/(3MA) + (8m'^ ^-')/3 - {\Q>m^Mi,i^)/3 + 8Ml^' + (20mJf')/3-
(4mX^') / (3Ml) - (8rr/X«3)/(3MA) + (4mJt3)/(3Ml) - IGsi^-
(32m2st=*)/(3Mi)+(32m,si^)/(3MA)-(167nJsi^)/(3Mi)+(16s¥)/(3Mi)-
(8t^)/3 - (4mJt^)/(3Mi) + (16st^)/(3Mi) 
+ 
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(C4^)((C5^)((-32m2MlmJ)/3-(64m,Mim2)/3-(32m>2j/3_(32m2)/3-
(32m^mJ)/3 - {64m,MAm1)/3 - (32M^'mJ)/3 + {32mlmls)/3+ 
{64m,MArnls)/3+{32Mlmls)/3-{32mlt)/3-i64mlMAt)/3+{64m^Mit)/3+ 
{32Mit)/3 + (32MimJi)/3 + (32mJi)/3 - (32mJsi)/3+ 
{<oAmlt^)/3 + (64m^MAi')/3 - (32i^)/3) 
+ 
(C6^)(C^)((-16mX)/3-(32m3,MAmJ)/3+(32m,M>;)/3+(16MlmJ)/3-
(16m>Ji)/3 - {32mlM^mlt)l^ - {32rn;Mlrr>lt)/3 - (32m,MimJi)/3-
{l6M^mlt)/3 - {32m^M^mlt)/3 - (32MimJi)/3 + {32mlmlst)/3+ 
(64m^MAmJsi)/3 + (32Mim'J;sO/3 + {32mlmy)/3 + {32m^M^mlt'^)/3+ 
{32Mlmlt')/3 + il6m'/)/3 - {32mlst')/3 - {16mlt')/3)) 
+ 
{C^){{C^)iilQmtml)/{3MA) - {32mlM^ml)/3 - {6AmMlml)/3-
l6Mlml - (64m^mJ)/3 - (32A/AmJ)/3 + {64m^mls)/3 + {64MAmls)/3-
{64mlt)/3-{l6mlt)/{3MA)M^4mMlt)/3+16Mlt+{64M^mlt)/3+{32mlt)/i3M^: 
(32m?,si)/(3MA)-(32MASi)/3-(64mJsi)/(3MA)+(32.s2i)/(3MA)+(64m,i2)/3+ 
{32mlt^)/{3MA)-{32M^t'')/3-{16mlt^)/{3M^)+{32st'')/{3MA)-{lQty{3M^)) 
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+ 
(C^)(C^)((-32mX)/3-(16mX)/(3' '^A)+(32m.MimJ)/3+(16Mim;)/3-
{S2mlmlt)/3 - {Wmlmlt)/{3MA) - {Z2mlM^mlt)/?> - (32m,A/lm^f)/3-
(16MiTnJt)/3 - ( 3 2 m X 0 / 3 - (32MAmJt)/3 + (64m,mJst)/3+ 
(32mX50/(3MA)+(32MA7rzj5t)/3+(32mX^')/3+(32m2m2^2)/(3^^^)^ 
(32MAm2^2)/3 ^ (i6mlt2)/(3MA) - {Z2mlst')l{?>M^) - (16m2^')/(3MA)) 
+ 
(C3^)(C^)((32mX)/3 + (8mX)/(3MA) + SmlM^ml - (8m2MimJ)/3-
{32mMiml)/3 - SMlml + (64m^mJ)/3 + (16m^mJ)/(3M^)+ 
(16m2MAm;)/3 - (64m,M>J)/3 - (32Mim^J/3 - (64mX^s)/3-
(16mXs)/(3AfA) - (32m2MAmJs)/3 + (64m,Mlm^s)/3+ 
l e M X s + {32mlt)/3 + (8m^i)/(3MA) + ^mlM^t + (8m2Mit)/3+ 
(32m^Mit)/3 + 8Mit - (8mX0/(3MA) - (16m^MAmJi)/3 + SMlmlt-
{lQmlmlt)/i3MA) + (32MAmJi)/3 - (64m^s0/3 - (16m^50/(3MA)-
(64r/i;^MA.s0/3-(64m^Mi.s0/3-l()Mis^-(64?n,X«^)/3-(64MATH;^,s^)/3+ 
{6Am,sH)/3 + {l6mlsH)/{3MA) + l6M^sH - {64mlt'^)/3 - {8my)/MA+ 
{64m,Mlt^)/3 + {8Mlt^)/3 - (32m^mJi2)/3 _ {Smlmlt^)/{3MA)-
{SM^mlt^)/3^QAm^sf)/3H32mlsf)/{3MA)+iQ4MAsf)/3+{16rnlst^)/{3M^] 
{16SH^)/{3MA) + {32m^t^)/3 + {8my)/MA - SM^^t^ + {8my)/{3MA)-
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{16st^)/{3M^) - ( 8 ^ V ( 3 M A ) ) ) 
+ 
(C:V)(ClK(-32m>iJ)/3 + {8mlrni)/{3M^) + SrntM^ml-
{8mlMlml)/3 + {32mMiml)/3 - SMimJ - (64m^m;^)/3+ 
(16m>;)/(3MA) + {16mlM^ml)/3+i64mMlml)/3 - {32Mlml)/3+ 
( 6 4 m > J s ) / 3 - (16mtmJs)/(3MA) - {32mlM^mls)/3 - (64m,A4mJs)/3+ 
IQMlmls - {32mlt)/3 + (8m^t)/(3MA) + SmlM^^t + (Sm^M^tj/S-
{32mMit)/3 + SMlt - {%mlmlt)l{3M^) - (16m2MAm,2,0/3+ 
8Mim2t-(16m2mJi)/(3AfA)+(32MAmJt)/3+(64m^st)/3-(16m;^st)/(3MA)-
(G47/Ai:AiA.'''0/3+(M7/^,.A'/^A'0/3-lGA'/;^^'if(6'l//(,,/^/ij^,^7)/3--(()4MAA//,5;^7.)/ 
(64m^52i)/3 + [\^mlsH)l{3M^) + IBMAS^i + {Mmlt^)l3 - (8m^t2)/MA-
(64m,M2^2)/3 + {SMie)l3 + (32m,mJ^2)/3 _ (8m>Ji2) / (3MA)-
(8MAmJ^2)/3_(g4^^5^2-)/3^(32^2^^2j/(3^^)^(g4^^^^2)/3^(jg^2^^2/(3^;^). 
(16s2i2)/(3MA) - (32m^i^)/3 + {Smlt')^^, - 8M^f + {8mlt^)/{3M^)-
(16st3)/(3MA) - (8t^)/(3MA)) 
+ 
(C3^)(C^)((-32'm;XJ/3 + (8mX)/(3A'/A) + 8m>/AmJ-(8m;Mirn;^J/3+ 
{32mMlrnl)/3 - SMimJ - ( 3 2 m X J / 3 + {l6mlM^ml)/3+ 
(32m,Mimy/3 - (16Miml)/3 + ( 6 4 m X s ) / 3 - (16m>j5) / (3MA)-
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{•i2iulM^inls)/'>, - (G47n„M^mJs)/3 + IGA^^/tJ.s - (32r»;;:/)/3 + 
(8m^0/(3MA) + ^mlM^t + {8mlMlt)/3 - {32m,MXt)/3 + 8Mit+ 
{32mlmlt)/3 - (40m>Jt)/(3MA) - (16'/n^MAmJt)/3 - (32m,MAmJt)/3+ 
(56MimJi)/3 - (32m^mJt)/3 - (16m>j0/(3MA) + (32MAmj0/3+ 
{6Amlst)/3-{l6mtst)/{3M^)-{6AmlMASt)/3 + {6imMlst)/3-l6Mlst+ 
(64m,m^st)/3+(32m>Jst)/13MA)-32MAm2st-(64m^s2t)/3+(16m2s2t)/(3MA) 
IGMAS^^ - (8m^i^)/(3MA) - {iOMit^)/3 + {8mlmlt^)/M£,-
{iO MA'rnf,t^)/3-(mmlt^)/{3 M^) - {GAm^st^)/3^64mlst'^)/{3 MA)+32 MA<st"+ 
{16mlst^)/MA - {16SH'^)/MA + (32m^t')/3 - {8my)/{3MA) + (8MAi')/3+ 
(8mJi^)/(3MA) - {16st^)/MA + (8t^)/(3MA))) 
(C5^((C^)((-16m>2)/3 + {32mlMlml)/3 - (IGMlmJj/S - {iemU)/3+ 
{16M^t)/3-{32mlmlt)/3+{32Mlmlt)/3+{32mlst)/3-{32Mlsi)/3-{32Mlt^)/c 
{iemlf)/3 + {32§t^)/3 + {l6t^)/3) 
+ 
{C^)iC^){{8mlml)/3 - 8mtMlmi+8mlMiml - (8MlmJ)/3+ 
(8m^t)/3 - {8mtMlt)/3 - {8miMit)/3 + {SMlt)/3 + ( 8 m X t ) / 3 -
{16mlMlmlt)/3^8Mimlt)/3-{iemtst)/3^32mlMlst)/3-{16Mist)/3-
{8my)/3 + {l6mlMlf)/3 - {8Mie)/3 - (8m2mJi^)/3+ 
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{^Mlmy)lZ - %mie - {%Mie)lZ - {8mlt^)/3 + (16si')/3 + {St^)/3) 
+ 
( C n ( C ^ ) ( ( 3 2 m X J / 3 - ( 8 m X ) / ( 3 M A ) - ( 8 m > A m J ) / 3 - ( 6 4 m ^ M i m f J / 3 + 
i40mlMlml)/3 + (32m^MlmJ)/3 - SMimJ + (32m^0/3-
{8mlt)/{3MA) - SmlM^t + {8mlMlt)/3 - {32mMit)/3 + 8M^i+ 
{64mlmlt)/3 - i8mtmlt)/{3M^) - l&mlM^mlt - (64m,MimJ^)/3+ 
(56Mim2i)/3-(64m^st)/3+(16m^si)/(3MA)+(32m2MAsi)/3+(64m^,M2s0/3-
\%Mlst + {8rnlt^)/{3Mc) - (16m>/At^)/3 + {<6AmMlt^)l3-
{b6Mit^)/3 + {32m^mlt^)/3 + {8mlmlt^)/{3MA) - {40M^mlt^)/3-
{64m^st^)/3 + {64MAsf')/3 - (32m^t^)/3 + {8my)/{3M^) + (40MAi^)/3+ 
{8mlt')/{3M^) - (16si3)/(3AfA) - (8i^)/(3MA))) 
+ 
(C3' ' )((C^)((64mX)/3'+ (16mX)/(3MA) + (32m2MAm2)/3-
{64m,Mlml)/3 - IGM^mJ + (64m^0/3 + {16mlt)/{3M^)+ 
{64mlMAt)/3 + {<o4mMlt)l3 + \%Mlt + (64m,m2t)/3 + (64MAmJi)/3-
{\28m^st)l3 - {32mlst)/{3M^) - 32M^st - (64m,i2)/3 _ (32m2i2)/(3MA)-
(64MAt')/3 - (16mJf2)/(3MA) + (32,st2)/(3MA) + ( 1 6 / , ' ) / ( 3 M A ) ) 
+ 
( C ^ ) ( C ^ ) ( ( - 1 6 m X ) / 3 - ( 1 6 m X / ( 3 M i ) + ( 8 0 m 2 M l m 2 ) / 3 - 1 6 M > 2 _ 
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I6mlt - {l6mlt)/{3Ml) + {l6mlMlt)/Z + 16M^i - (64m>Ji)/3+ 
{l6mlmlt)/{3Ml) + IGMlmJt + {6imlst)/3 + (32m^si)/(3Mi) - 32Mlst+ 
(64m2f2)/3 + il6mtt'')/Ml - 1^1^ + {lQmie)/Z + {\Qmlmlt')/{?>Ml)-
(64m^sf2)/(3Ml) - (16t3)/3 - (16m^i3)/Ml - (16mJ^=')/(3Mi)+ 
(32si')/(3Ml) + (16i')/(3Ml) 
+ 
(C^)(C,^)((-32mX)/3-(8mXJ/(3MA)-(8mtMArnJ)/3+(64m^A/r>f,)/3+ 
(40m2Mim2)/3 - (32m^M^mJ)/3 - SM^m^ - (32m^t)/3-
(8m^t)/(3MA) - 8m^MA^ + {d>mlMlt)l2> + (32m,M^0/3 + 8Mii+ 
(8m>.JO/(3MA) - (16m2MAmJi)/3 + (8MimJi)/3 + {64m^s0/3+ 
(16m^si)/(3MA) + (32m2MAsO/3 - (64m^Mlst)/3 - 16Mist+(64m^i2)/3+ 
(8m^i^)/MA+16m^MAt^-(8Mii2)/3+(32^^^^2^/3^(g^2^2^2-)/(3y^^^)^ 
SMAmlt^ - {6im^st'^)/3 - (32m^si2)/(3MA) - (32MAsi^)/3 - (32mi^)/3-
(8m^f3)/MA - SMA^^ - (8mJt^)/(3MA) + {16st^)/{3MA) + (8t')/(3MA))) 
+ 
(Cr)((C5^)((-16mX)/3 + {32mlMlml)/3 - (16M>J)/3 - (16m^0/3+ 
(16Mli)/3 + (32m2si)/3 - (32M150/3 + {32my)/3+ 
{l6mlt^)/3 - {32st^)/3 - (16i^)/3) 
+ 
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(Cr)(C4^)( (8mX)/3 - SmtMlml + Sm^MlmJ - (8MimfJ/3+ 
{8mlt)/3 - {SmlMlt)/3 - (Sm^Ml^/S + (SMit)/3 - {8mlmlt)/3+ 
il6mlMlmlt)/3-i8MXmlt)/3-{16mlst)/3+{32mlMlst)/3-{l6M^^st)/3-
Smie + (16m2Mli2)/3 + {8MXf)/3 - {8mlmie)/3 + i8Mlmlt'')/3+ 
{32mlst'')/3-{32Mlse)/3+Smie-{8Mlf')/3+{Smlt^)/3-{l6st')/3-{8t')/3) 
+ 
(Cn(C^)((32m^,m2j/3-(8rn>2)/(3M^)-(8m>^mJ)/3-(64m;^Mimf,) /3+ 
{40mlMlml)/3 + {32mMiml)/3 - SM^mJ + (32m;:^)/3-
{8mlt)/{3M^) - 8MlMc,t + {8mlMlt)/3 - {32m^M^^t)/3 + 8Mlt+ 
{8mlmlt)l{3M^) - ilQmlM^mlt)/3 + {8Mlmlt)/3 - (64m^s0/3+ 
{\&mlst)l{3M^) + {32mlM^st)l3 + {<6AmMlst)/3-lQMlst-{Q3mlt^)/3+ 
{8mlt^)/MA+iemlMAf~{8Mlt^)/3-i32m,mlf)/3^8mlmlt'^)/{3MA)+ 
8M^mie + (64m,st2)/3 - {32mlst^)l{3M:,) - {32MASt^)/3 + {32mt^)/3-
{8mie)/MA - 8MAi' - {8mie)l{3Mc,) + (16si^)/(3MA) + (8i'')/(3MA)))) 
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